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“Do not follow where the path leads, 

rather go where there is no path,  

and leave a trail.” 
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Abstract 
 

Diversity creation in the technological system is widely acknowledged as the first principle necessary for 

technological change. However, little is yet known about the underlying mechanisms of diversity creation. 

Inherent to the lack of sufficient scientific research is the absence of an established and adequate 

operationalization of the concept. This study addresses both research gaps by applying a text mining 

technique to assess diversity creation of patented emerging technologies and analyzes potential influences 

therein. The concept of technological impact is incorporated as a second dependent variable for a complete 

coverage of the evolutionary principles of technological change. Drawing from the evolutionary theories 

of innovation and social network theories, the potential influence of inventor’s previous technological 

experience and network position are assessed. The findings of this study suggest that inventor attributes 

acquired up until two years prior to the technological invention are especially important in the diversity 

creation. For the impact of the technology, inventor attributes acquired three or more years before the time 

of invention have a significant effect. It is found that the diversity of technological experience positively 

influences the diversity creation and has a very small positive effect on impact. The degree of connectivity 

of an inventor in the co-inventor network positively influences diversity and impact. Lastly, the clustering 

around an inventor is positively related to the diversity creation. These findings not only contribute to the 

scientific gap on the mechanisms and influences of diversity creation, but has also validated the feasibility 

and value of the text mining technique to assess diversity creation in the technological system.  

 

Keywords: diversity creation; impact; emerging technologies; inventor experience; network position; text 

mining; topic modelling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Technological change is the main drivers of economic growth and social welfare in our modern societies 

(Dawid, 2006; Dosi, 1982; Edquist, 1997; Funk and Owen-Smith, 2016; Sood and Tellis, 2005). As such, 

technological change is an important rationale for policy instruments and numerous scientific studies aim 

to understand its underlying mechanisms (Acs and Audretsch, 2003; Aghion et al., 2009; Ahuja et al., 2008; 

Clark and Guy, 1998).  

 

The widely adopted evolutionary theories of innovation identify diversity creation in the technological system 

as the first principle necessary for technological change (Edquist, 1997; Murmann, 2003). Technological 

diversity is especially crucial for the development of emerging technologies since it increases the chances of 

recombinant innovation and decreases the chances of the lock-in of a suboptimal technology (van den 

Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). As the essential fundament of technological change, diversity 

creation is a research subject of paramount importance (van den Bergh and Gowdy, 2000). However, this 

principle has received relatively little attention in scientific studies (van Rijnsoever, 2013). So far, most 

studies on technological evolution have been devoted to the principles of selection and retention of 

technological alternatives. They commonly approach selection and retention as technological impact, but 

rarely incorporate the principle of diversity creation (see for example Arts et al., 2013; Hagedoorn and Cloodt, 

2003; Harhoff et al., 1999; Ljungberg, 2011; Trajtenberg, 1990). As a result, the underlying mechanisms of 

diversity creation remain unknown in current scientific literature (van Rijnsoever et al., 2015).  

 

The lack of studies on diversity creation in a technological system is inherent to the absence of an established 

and adequate operationalization of the concept. Some authors assess diversity based on predefined 

technology categories such as patent classes. This measurement however is predominantly used to assess 

the technological breadth within a technology (see for example Fernández-Ribas and Shapira, 2009; Guellec 

and van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2000; Kaplan and Vakili, 2015; Keijl, 2011; Sterzi, 2013; Verhoeven et 

al., 2016). Hence, it does not capture the technological diversity on a system level and thus cannot 

adequately assess changes in diversity due to the introduction of a technology. In addition, patent 

classification systems suffer from substantial limitations due to the broad categories, which is why scholars 

often argue against their use for academic research (Younge and Kuhn, 2016). Lastly, measurements based 

on predefined technological classes are insufficient to assess the complex nature of technologies since they 

do not adequately assess their technical content (Arts et al., 2013). A promising solution to these multifold 

of limitations is the use of text mining techniques applied to the documentations of technologies such as 

patents.  

 

Addressing both research gaps, this study will assess potential influences on diversity creation and impact 

using a text mining approach to measure diversity creation of emerging technologies. Emerging technologies 

provide an appropriate research scope due to the importance of diversity in their development (van den 

Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). The potential influences on diversity creation and impact 

incorporated are inventor level attributes. Previous studies have found that inventors and their unique 

attributes can explain variance in the impact of their invented technologies (Lawson and Sterzi, 2014).  
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Two concepts of inventor attributers are predominantly associated with the impact of technologies: 

(technological) experience of an inventor and an inventor’s network position (see for example D’Este et al., 

2012; Lee, 2010; Lettl et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009). Theoretically, it is expected that inventor level attributes 

also play a role in diversity creation. Firstly, because inventors are the actors that introduce diversity in the 

system by means of inventions (Edquist, 1997; Holling, 2001; Murmann, 2003). Secondly, individuals and 

their individual creativity are the central necessity for inventions (Amabile et al., 1996). Thus, this study 

will be guided by the research question:  
 

What is the influence of inventor attributes on the diversity creation and impact of 

emerging technologies? 
 

To answer the research question, the concept of diversity creation is conceptualized and operationalized by 

means of a text mining approach.  Hypotheses regarding the influence of inventor attributes are formulated 

using arguments from the evolutionary theory literature and social network theories. The hypotheses are 

empirically tested on emerging technologies for which a patent is filed at the European Patent Office (EPO). 

 

The findings of this study theoretically contribute to existing literature by providing insights in the 

mechanisms of diversity creation of emerging technologies. Additionally, by assessing the feasibility and 

value of the text techniques in the context of patented technologies, this study can provide guidance to 

scholars who wish to explore new applications of text mining. Lastly, this study’s insights may benefit the 

development of more targeted policies aiming to influence the diversity in a system. 

 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: the theory section provides the conceptualization of 

proposed concepts and presents the hypotheses of the study. Thereafter, the methods for data collection, 

data measurements and analysis are discussed. The results section presents the outcome of the text mining 

model for diversity creation and the statistical inference models. Lastly, the conclusion and discussion 

section will answer the proposed research question and discuss the findings.  
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2. THEORY 
 

This section will first define the concepts of diversity creation and impact and discuss their importance in 

the evolution of technologies. Thereafter, the two inventor attributes technological experience and network 

position are introduced. The expected influence of the inventor attributes on diversity creation and impact 

are discussed and lead to the formulation of 7 hypotheses.  

 

2.1 Technological diversity creation 

The concept of diversity in a system is subject to various definitions across disciplines (Stirling, 2007; van 

Rijnsoever et al., 2015). The concept first emerged in the biological evolution theory (Faber and Frenken, 

2009). It describes the number of species in an ecological system, i.e. the categories to which ecological 

elements can be assigned. The concept of diversity was adopted by economic scholars, although economic 

studies frequently use the term variety as a synonym for diversity (Andersen, 1997). In this strand of 

literature, it reflects the number of distinguishable entities such as actors, activities, or types of output 

(Andersen, 1997; Saviotti, 1994). In the field of innovation and technology, the ecological interpretation of 

diversity is commonly complemented with other aspects of diversity, such as the number of elements in 

each category (see for example Frenken et al., 1999). The latter is in line with the widely adopted diversity 

conceptualization proposed by Stirling (2007). In his paper, diversity in a system is conceptualized using 

three dimensions: variety, balance and disparity (Stirling, 2007; van den Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 

2015). Stirling (2007) specifically emphasizes that all three dimensions are necessary and individually 

insufficient to capture diversity on a system level.  

 The degree of variety is the number of categories to which elements of the systems can be assigned 

(Stirling, 2007; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). In the context of innovation and technology, categories are 

for example firms, products, or technologies (Stirling, 2007; van den Bergh, 2008). Variety is positively 

related to diversity, i.e. a higher number of categories in a system is associated with a higher degree of 

diversity.  

 The degree of balance is the number of elements in each category (Stirling, 2007). It reflects the evenness 

or concentration in a system, i.e. whether a certain category dominates the system (Stirling, 2007; van 

den Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). A higher degree of balance is associated with a higher 

degree of diversity (Stirling, 2007).   

 The degree of disparity is the distance between categories in the system, i.e. the degree that categories 

differ from one another. A greater degree of disparity indicates a greater degree of diversity (Stirling, 

2007). 

Although the three dimensions of diversity are widely adopted in scientific literature, there is not a 

satisfactory measure that takes all three dimension into account (van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). The majority 

of measurements include the dimension of variety and balance, mostly because the inclusion of disparity 

requires subjective assumptions (van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). Consequently, in this study the diversity in a 

technological system is defined as the degree of variety and balance in the system, i.e. the number of 

categories in a system and the evenness among the elements assigned to the categories.  

 

The creation of technological diversity in the system can occur through the introduction of technological 

inventions (Holling, 2001). Technological inventions can lead to both an increase and a decrease of the 

overall diversity in the system (Páez Avilés et al., 2017). This is dependent on whether the invention 

diverges from existing technologies or merely provides a small improvement. Critical to note is that the 
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latter, in the field of technologies, sometimes also is addressed by the term technological diversity. This 

micro-level approach to diversity is particularly prevalent in studies on patented technologies, where it 

reflects the technological breadth within a technology and its novelty (see for example Fernández-Ribas 

and Shapira, 2009; Guellec and van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2000; Kaplan and Vakili, 2015; Keijl, 2011; 

Sterzi, 2013; Verhoeven et al., 2016). Although they are different concepts, both the micro-level approach 

and diversity in a system are related (Páez Avilés et al., 2017). Radically new technologies are substantially 

different from existing technologies, and often result in new technological paradigms or even new 

industries (Schoenmakers and Duysters, 2010). Radical technologies by definition thus create diversity in 

the system (Páez Avilés et al., 2017). Incremental invention however are small improvements to existing 

technologies (Schoenmakers and Duysters, 2010). Incremental inventions generally lead to a small increase 

of even a decrease of the overall diversity in the system (Páez Avilés et al., 2017). Diversity creation thus is 

defined as the change in the diversity in the system due to the introduction of a technology. 

 

The creation of technological diversity in a system is important because it contributes to technological 

change. The contribution is threefold. First, diversity positively influences the chances of recombinant 

innovation (van den Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). Recombinant innovations are novel 

combinations of existing elements, and can be seen as spillovers between different technologies (van 

Rijnsoever et al., 2015). Recombination is an important mechanism of innovation, and some authors even 

argue that most innovations today can be classified as recombinant (van den Bergh, 2008). Second, 

technological diversity decreases the chance of a technological lock-in of a technology that is suboptimal 

compared to its alternatives (van den Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). A technological lock-in 

occurs when only few, or even just one technological alternative survives (van den Bergh, 2008). It is caused 

by coincidence (particularly in the early development phase of the technological alternatives) and 

subsequently by increasing returns to scale, imitation, economies of scale, learning-by-doing and 

technological standardization (van den Bergh, 2008). A lock-in of a suboptimal technology is undesirable 

because it prevents the further development of alternatives that might have a better performance or better 

fit with the environment (van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). Technological diversity can decrease the chances of 

such a lock-in because it reduces the chance that better alternatives remain undiscovered (van Rijnsoever 

et al., 2015). In addition, the larger knowledge base due to diversity results in a better ability to react to 

changing environments, which allows more technological alternatives to survive (Cohendet and Uerena, 

1997). Additionally, the pace and ease with which a lock-in occurs is reduced particularly when the 

property of balance in diversity is maintained (van den Bergh, 2008). Lastly, diversity provides a higher 

flexibility to changing conditions in the environment around technologies (Cohendet and Uerena, 1997; 

van den Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015).   

 

However, diversity in a system also has its drawbacks (Andersen, 1997; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). First, 

diversity leads to lower profitability of technologies (van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). More specifically, it 

impedes various increasing returns (e.g. economies of scale and learning of routines) as well as the 

establishment of standards (Cohendet and Uerena, 1997; van den Bergh, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). 

For example, Cohendet and Uerena (1997) explain that economies of scale are less likely achieved in a 

technology with high diversity because of a higher risk that production processes in the mature phase of 

different technological alternatives are duplicated. A lower profitability of technologies can hamper its 

legitimacy as well as its ability to compete with other technologies (Cohendet and Uerena, 1997; van 

Rijnsoever et al., 2015). Secondly, there are costs affiliated with technological diversity (Andersen, 1997; 

van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). For example, there are costs associated with exploring and combining the 
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different technological alternatives (van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). In addition, diversity gives rise to higher 

risks because of the multiple technological alternatives that are potentially successful (van Rijnsoever et al., 

2015).  

 

2.2 Technological impact  

Technological impact is the influence of one technology upon the development of subsequent technologies 

(Thomas, 1999). It reflects the importance and quality of a technology, and is also found to be related to its 

economic value (Ljungberg and McKelvey, 2009; Zeebroeck et al., 2008). The impact captures the outcome 

of selection and retention mechanisms, i.e. it captures if a technology is selected, preserved and diffused in 

the system (Edquist, 1997). The selection mechanism provides the distinction between an invention and an 

innovation, because an innovation must both have “some degree of technological novelty and some 

exposure to market selection” (McKelvey, 1997, p. 201). In this sense, novelties that are never used, 

produced or sold are inventions rather than innovations (McKelvey, 1997). Intuitively it is clear that 

without the retention of technologies, changes in the technological system are not sustained. As Anderson 

and Tushman (1990) explain, retention leads to an accumulation of variation and selection necessary for 

evolutionary change. In contrast to diversity creation, the selection mechanism results in a reduction of the 

overall diversity in a system because it “increases the relative importance of some and diminishes that of 

others” (Edquist, 1997, p. 6).  

 

2.3 Inventor attributes 

Inventors play a crucial role in both the diversity creation and impact of technologies. Firstly, because 

inventors are the actors that create diversity in the system by means of technological inventions (Edquist, 

1997; Holling, 2001; Murmann, 2003). The degree of diversity created depends on the inventor since 

individuals and their individual creativity are the central necessity of inventions (Amabile et al., 1996). In 

addition, previous studies have found that inventors and their unique attributes can explain variance in 

the impact of their invented technologies (Lawson and Sterzi, 2014).   

 

For the development of inventions, an accumulation of knowledge and a combination of different 

knowledge types are required (Arthur, 2007). This is necessary because most inventions are novel 

recombinations of existing technological knowledge (Páez Avilés et al., 2017; van den Bergh, 2008; van 

Rijnsoever et al., 2015). Both internal and external knowledge sources are found to be crucial for the 

development of new ideas and inventions (Capello, 2013; Ibrahim et al., 2006). The internal knowledge 

embodied within inventors is reflected by previous inventions since they are the outcome of prior 

knowledge production (Páez Avilés et al., 2017). The previous inventions of an inventor are hereafter 

referred to as the technological experience of the inventor. External knowledge resides in an individual’s 

network, and subsequently, the network position of an individual influences its access to external 

knowledge (Bourelos et al., 2010; Salmenkaita, 2005). Concluding, both technological experience and an 

inventor’s network position are important in the generation of new ideas and inventions. Consequently, 

both are expected to play a role in the diversity creation and impact of inventions.   
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2.3.1 Technological experience 

The technological experience of an inventor, reflecting its accumulated internal knowledge, is divided in 

two dimensions. Studies on organizations recognize the effect of the magnitude of internal knowledge, as 

well as the diversity of the knowledge (see for example Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). On an individual level, 

both dimensions are also expected influence an inventor’s technologies. 

 

The degree of technological experience 

Audia and Goncalo (2007) find that new ideas by the same inventor tend to become more incrementally 

innovative over time. This finding is explained by the path dependency argument. Path dependency, a 

concept commonly used in the context of organization, is also prevalent on the individual level. This is 

because individuals are often bound to the use of the knowledge that has been successful in the past (e.g. 

when combining certain knowledge leads to successful inventions) (Carlile, 2002). Arts and Fleming (2016) 

add that prior experience can constrain an individual’s direction of search. Inventors are therefore expected 

to be path dependent to an extent, i.e. get locked-in when their technological experience increases. The 

constraint direction of search would generally lead to more incremental innovations, i.e. small 

improvements to existing technologies (Schoenmakers and Duysters, 2010). Incremental inventions 

generally lead to a small increase of even a decrease of the overall diversity in the system (Páez Avilés et 

al., 2017). Technological experience can also contribute to the development of skills necessary for 

recognizing exploitable technologies (Lawson and Sterzi, 2014). Studies have shown that more 

technological experience accumulated over time positively influences the success of new products (Lettl et 

al., 2009). This relation can be explained by the individual learning curve. More valuable and successful 

inventions are related to a higher impact of the technology. It reflects the importance and quality of a 

technology, and is also found to be related to its economic value (Ljungberg and McKelvey, 2009; Zeebroeck 

et al., 2008). As Lettl et al. (2009) explain, inventors with little experience might not have “learned to do 

high-impact work” (Lettl et al., 2009). Thus, with regard to the degree of technological experience, the 

following two hypotheses are formulated:  

 

H1: The degree of technological experience of an inventor is negatively associated with technological 

diversity creation. 

H2: The degree of technological experience of an inventor is positively associated with technological 

impact. 

 

Diversity of technological experience  

The diversity of an inventor’s technological experience is defined as the diversity within an inventor’s 

knowledge base. The diversity of an inventor’s technological experience influences the diversity creation 

of its patents in two ways. First, a more diverse knowledge base increases the chances of recombinant 

innovation that consists of diverse components. Audia and Goncalo (2007) explain this by the higher 

number of possible combinations that exist when an inventor deploys a diverse knowledge base. Secondly, 

diversity in an inventor’s technological experience can increase the inventor’s capability to link different 

ideas and knowledge (Giuri and Mariani, 2013). Since it is theoretically not expected that the diversity of 

an inventor’s experience influences the impact of its technologies, one hypothesis regarding the diversity 

of technological experience is formulated:  
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H3: The diversity in the technological experience of an inventor is positively associated with an 

inventor’s diversity creation. 

 

2.3.2 Network position 

A social network embodies the interpersonal connections between actors in a system  (Ozman, 2014; Phelps 

et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2009). Social networks provide a way to analyze how knowledge, ideas or 

innovations are exchanged between individuals and diffuse across a system (Valente, 1995). In the 

graphical representation of a social network, nodes represent actors in the system and ties the connections 

between them (Hamill and Gilbert, 2009). In an inventor network, nodes represent individual inventors 

and ties commonly represent patents co-invented by two or more individuals (Cecere and Ozman, 2013; 

Lissoni and Sanditov, 2006). A shared patent indicates collaboration between the co-inventors, which 

implies some extent of knowledge exchange has occurred between the co-inventors  (Lissoni, 2010; Ozman, 

2014). In this way, an inventor network can shed light on the knowledge exchange and information flows 

between inventors. This knowledge exchange can lead to the recombination of existing information within 

the network in novel ways (Powell and Grodal, 2009). Since most technologies are a recombination of 

different types of knowledge (van den Bergh, 2008), knowledge exchange is an important determinant in 

the diversity creation and impact of technologies.  

 

The position of an inventor within its social network influences its access to external knowledge and the 

quality and speed of the knowledge exchange. Scientific research has pointed out that some inventors are 

more connected in the network than others (Lissoni and Sanditov, 2006). Better connected actors in the 

network have an advantage since they have more access to external knowledge. Actors in a network have 

two basic position characteristics that describe how well they are connected: their degree of connectivity 

and the degree of clustering around them (Hamill and Gilbert, 2009). Since an actor’s position influences 

the access to knowledge, both are expected to play a role in diversity creation and impact. 

 

Degree of connectivity  

The degree of connectivity of an inventor (also referred to as 

‘degree’ or ‘connectivity’) is its number of direct connections to 

other inventors in the network (Hamill and Gilbert, 2009; 

Rutherford, 2007). In the graphical representation of a social 

network in figure 2.1 the degree of connectivity is represented 

by the number of ties connected to the node (Hamill and 

Gilbert, 2009; Rutherford, 2007). Direct connections are 

important for any actor in a network because they enable the 

exchange of tacit knowledge and dense information (Cecere 

and Ozman, 2013). As scientific research shows, the quality 

and density of knowledge deteriorates if it is transferred 

through multiple intermediaries instead of directly from the 

source to the receiver of information (Burt, 2000). In addition, 

knowledge transfers much more rapid through direct ties 

(Breschi and Lenzi, 2016). Direct ties thus provide the inventor 

access to external tacit knowledge and dense information. As 

Breschi and Lenzi (2016) show, this provides the inventor with 

the opportunity to combine this external knowledge with their  

own knowledge.  

- 
+ 

Figure 2.1 Social network with 

nodes holding different degrees of 

connectivity. 
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Holding a network position with a high degree of connectivity is important for an inventor’s diversity 

creation firstly because it provides the inventor with multiple knowledge sources which increases the 

chances of gaining diverse knowledge. In addition, having multiple direct ties reduces the reliance on one 

connection, and more knowledge leads to a higher chance of recombinant innovation using multiple 

different sources. In addition, knowledge exchange with multiple connections can prevent the lock-in into 

one idea and thus promotes more diversity.  Since direct connections allow for rapid exchange of tacit 

knowledge and dense information, they also play an important role in knowledge diffusion (Lissoni, 2010). 

A high degree of connectivity of an inventor can thus increase the speed with which an idea or invention 

diffuses throughout the inventor network. In addition, it increases the number of inventors that can be 

reached. The more inventors are reached, the higher the chance that the knowledge is recombined into new 

technologies. In other words, it leads to a higher chance the initial idea or invention impacts subsequent 

technologies. Thus, the following two hypotheses are formulated: 

 

H4: The degree of connectivity of an inventor is positively associated with technological diversity creation. 

H5: The degree of connectivity of an inventor is positively associated with technological impact. 

 

Degree of clustering 

The degree of clustering around an inventor is the extent to 

which its direct connections are also connected to each other 

(Watts and Strogatz, 1998). In other words, it reveals the 

extent to which an inventor forms the connection between 

otherwise unconnected inventors (Lissoni, 2010). In the 

graphical representation of a social network in figure 2.2, it is 

represented by the ratio of existing ties to the number of 

possible ties between a nodes’ direct neighbors (Davidsen et 

al., 2002).  

 

The degree of clustering around a node reveals the existence 

of indirect ties in an actor’s neighborhood, i.e. ‘structural 

holes’. A structural hole in the network results in distinct 

clusters of actors, through which different knowledge flows 

circulate. An actor that bridges such structural holes holds a  

brokerage position.  

 

A broker has the opportunity of rich knowledge exchange through its direct connections with actors from 

different clusters (i.e. with actors across the structural hole). A broker therefore has access to more diverse 

knowledge than its counterparts that do not fulfil a brokerage role. Scientific studies on inventor networks 

found that only few inventors in a network hold a brokerage role (Lissoni and Sanditov, 2006). In this way, 

it can increase the chances of successful recombination of more diverse knowledge, and thus increases the 

chances of higher technological diversity creation. This access to diverse knowledge by brokerage positions 

is why networks with actors in brokerage positions are associated with novelty and creativity (Ozman, 

2014). Such a brokerage position is identified by a low degree of clustering. On a firm level, it is found that 

high clustering is associated with increased innovative output (Schilling and Phelps, 2007).  

 

+ 
- 

Figure 2.2 Network with nodes holding 

different degrees of clustering. 
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Because indirect ties are associated with a passive way of obtaining knowledge, which can influence an 

inventor’s perception of value of the knowledge (Powell et al., 1996), it is expected that more clustering 

around an inventor can increase the impact of its technologies. The following two hypotheses are 

formulated regarding the degree of clustering:  

 

H6: The degree of clustering around an inventor is negatively associated with technological diversity 

creation. 

H7: The degree of clustering around an inventor is positively associated with technological impact. 
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3. METHOD 
 

3.1 Research design 

The hypotheses in this study are quantitatively tested on patented emerging technologies and their 

inventors. Emerging technologies that are patented1 provide a highly appropriate research case for multiple 

reasons. First, patent data allows for the adequate identification of inventions in the field of emerging 

technologies, because by definition patents represent technologies that are novel and inventive (Bottazzi 

and Peri, 2003; Gerken and Moehrle, 2012; Schoenmakers and Duysters, 2010). This is why patent data is 

the most important indicator for studies on inventions (Schoenmakers and Duysters, 2010). Second, 

technologies that are classified as emerging can adequately be identified due to the Cooperative Patent 

Classification (hereafter CPC) (European Patent Office, 2016). Emerging technologies are denoted with the 

CPC symbol ‘Y’ (European Patent Office, 2016). Third, patents provide a rich data source. Specifically 

unique is the detailed description of the underlying technology (Hall et al., 2005; Lanjouw et al., 1998). This 

feature is highly relevant for this study since it can be used to analyze the complex nature of technologies 

based on their technical content. Hence, the detailed descriptions allow the assessment of the diversity 

creation of technologies. Patents are also considered a rich data source since it links data on the technology 

with data on the individuals listed as the inventors (Hall et al., 2005; Lanjouw et al., 1998). Lastly, patents 

provide well documented data over a long period of time (Gerken and Moehrle, 2012; Laurens et al., 2015). 

This is important when analyzing the attributes of inventors (i.e. the inventor’s technological experience 

and network position) before the technology is invented and a patent is filed. Next to the previously listed 

advantages of the use of patent data, there are also some disadvantages. The main limitation of patent data 

is posed by the fact that not all inventions are patented, which should always be kept in mind when 

drawing conclusions based on patent data.  

 

In the scope of this study, emerging technologies patented at the European Patent Office (EPO) are 

included. Only English patents can be taken into account since the technical contents of patented 

technologies are analyzed to assess its diversity creation. A 20-year time period is chosen, which means all 

emerging technologies for which a patent is filed at the EPO between 1994 and 2014 are included in the 

study. Since the CPC codes are revised on a regular basis and the EPO reclassifies patent applications 

accordingly (European Patent Office, 2016), including patents up until 2014 allow for a more evenly 

distributed number of patents per year than including all patented technologies up until 2016. For the 

patent filing date, the earliest application date (i.e. the priority date2) is used consistently throughout the 

study. Patents from 173 subclasses in the emerging technology CPC class ‘Y’ are selected.3 The 173 

subclasses are listed in appendix I. Since the included subclasses represent all major technological area’s 

(e.g. technologies against climate change, information and communication technologies), the 173 subclasses 

are presumed as representative of the emerging technologies in the CPC class ‘Y’.  

 

                                                           
1 The terms patent and patent application are used interchangeably throughout this study.  
2 The priority date of a patent indicates the date “at which the knowledge in the patent was first patented, worldwide” (Nomaler 

and Verspagen, 2008, p. 345). When a patent is filed at other patent offices, the priority date is used to determine whether the 

technology meets the novelty criteria necessary for a patent to be granted (OECD, 2006). 

3 The selection of the subclasses is based on patented technologies in CPC classes that contain at least one academic patent. The 

distinction of academic patents is outside the scope of this study because the number of academic patents has proven to be too 

limited for statistical inference.  
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Within this scope, 57.140 patented emerging technologies are identified and included in the study. A 

random sample of 2600 technologies has been selected for the statistical inference models. The unit of 

analysis is the individual inventor, with the invented technologies inherent to its inventors. The 2600 

technologies in the sample are associated with 7717 unique inventors. This leads to a total of 7847 unique 

emerging technology and inventor combinations, since some of the included inventors invented multiple 

technologies. The 7847 combinations of emerging technology and inventor are used to quantitatively test 

the hypotheses of this study.  

 

3.2 Data collection 

Two types of data on the patented emerging technologies and their inventors is collected. Firstly, detailed 

descriptions of the patented emerging technologies are collected to assess the diversity creation of the 

technologies. The technology descriptions, found in the textual contents of patent documents, are retrieved 

from the European Patent Office (EPO) patent database. Secondly, bibliographic data on the patented 

technologies and their inventors are used to assess the technological impact and the inventor attributes. 

The bibliographic data is collected from the CRIOS database and the PatStat Database. A detailed 

description of the data gathering process is provided per database below. 

 

The European Patent Office (EPO) patent database offers the Open Patent Service (OPS) to retrieve the 

full-text contents of the 57.140 emerging technology patents. Automated requests to retrieve full-text 

contents of patents are send to the OPS using the statistical computing program ‘R’. The R-script for full-

text patent retrieval is given in appendix II. A patent’s full-text content includes its English title, abstract, 

description and claims. The search for a patent application in the OPS is based on the publication numbers 

of the patent and its equivalents4.  

 

The CRIOS database (CRIOS-PatStat database) contains bibliometric data on patents filed at the EPO 

between 1978 (the founding year of the EPO) until mid-2014. The data is based on the worldwide Patent 

Statistical Database, or in short ‘PatStat’, version Spring 2014. Unlike ‘PatStat’, the bibliometric data is 

cleaned (i.e. disambiguated). The official documentation describing the contents and method for data 

gathering of the CRIOS database are described by Coffano and Tarasconi (2014). Bibliometric data retrieved 

from the CRIOS database includes the patent’s (priority) application date, citation data (received citations 

from worldwide patents) and inventors. In addition, data on the inventor level is retrieved which includes 

earlier patents filed by the same inventor and data on co-inventors. 

 

The PatStat Database (Patent Statistical Database) version Spring 2016 is used to complement the data in 

the CRIOS database. First, PatStat is used to identify emerging technology patents by their CPC class 

symbol ‘Y’ (European Patent Office, 2016). Using the latest version of PatStat allows for the most inclusive 

identification of emerging technologies because the CPC codes are revised on a regular basis and the EPO 

reclassifies patent applications accordingly (European Patent Office, 2016). Especially for the last two 

application years included in this study (year 2013 and 2014), more emerging technologies were identified 

using the PatStat database. For the same reason, the number of received citations of the patented 

                                                           
4 Equivalent patents are patents that represent that same invention. They are defined as “a group of applications with all priorities 

in common” (Coffano and Tarasconi, 2014, p.30). For example, they share the same priority date, applicants and inventors, and 

technological area. Equivalent patents emerge for example when the same invention is patented at multiple patent offices 

(Verhoeven et al., 2016). Equivalent patents are grouped into one DOCDB family with the same unique DOCDB family ID.  
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technologies from year 2013 and 2014 as listed in the CRIOS database are verified using PatStat. The 

number of received citations has proven to be similar for both databases. Second, PatStat is used to obtain 

data on equivalent patents (i.e. DOCDB family ID) of patents filed at other patent offices than the EPO 

(‘non-EPO patents’). This data is not available in the CRIOS database but necessary to ensure equivalent 

patents are in the measurements not seen as different patented technologies. The Structured Query 

Language (SQL) queries used to collect data from PatStat are listed in appendix I.  

 

3.3 Operationalization 

This section discusses the operationalization of respectively the dependent variable technological diversity 

creation, the dependent variable technological impact, the independent variables and the control variables. 

The measurements are all performed using the statistical computing program ‘R’. The R-scripts are 

provided in appendix II. 

 

3.3.1 Dependent variable: Technological diversity creation 

The technological diversity creation (∆𝐷) is measured as the difference between the diversity in the 

technological system before (𝐷0) and after (𝐷1) the introduction of the patented emerging technology:  
 

∆𝐷 = 𝐷1 − 𝐷0 
 

The technological diversity (D) is based on the elements (patented emerging technologies) in the 

technological system and the categories to which elements can be assigned. A common used measure of 

diversity in the context of innovation is the Shannon entropy statistic (van Rijnsoever et al., 2015). This 

measure incorporates the variety and balance dimensions of diversity (Stirling, 2007). Using the Shannon 

entropy statistic, the technological diversity D is defined with i (number of categories) and pi (proportion 

of elements assigned to the category i): 
 

𝐷 =  − ∑ 𝑝𝑖 ∙ ln (𝑝𝑖)

𝑖

 

 

To determine the categories i to which the patented emerging technologies can be assigned, a data driven 

text mining approach is most appropriate since it can adequately assess the complex nature of technologies 

based on their technical content (Arts et al., 2013). Text mining has proven to be a useful method for 

detecting patterns and categorization of texts (Hotho et al., 2005). 

 

In text mining models, a text document is generally represented as a vector containing the frequency each 

term occurs in the document (Aggarwal and Xhai, 2012; Srivastava and Sahami, 2009). Terms and 

documents can be clustered using similarity measures (such as the cosine similarity) that calculate the 

similarity between the vectors (Fortuna et al., 2009). In other words, terms are clustered based on their co-

occurrence in documents, and documents are clustered based on co-occurring terms. While some text 

mining techniques either cluster documents (e.g. k-means clustering) or terms (latent semantic analysis), 

especially appropriate for high-dimensional texts such as patents is the combination of both (Aggarwal and 

Xhai, 2012). Referred to as topic modelling, clusters of words (topics) are identified and subsequently used 

to cluster documents  (Aggarwal and Xhai, 2012). Clustering words into topics before categorizing 

documents has two major advantages. First, the dimensionality of the text representation is reduced. 

Second, clustering words into topics reduces the noise caused by synonymy and polysemy (Aggarwal and 
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Xhai, 2012; Shafiei and Muios, 2006). A limitation of the topic model, like many text mining techniques, is 

that the word order of the original document is ignored (Mimno, 2012). However, multiple scientific 

authors have agreed that word order is only of limited value in text classification, and that the text mining 

techniques are able to extract word meaning sufficiently (Landauer et al., 1998; Mimno, 2012).   

 

The most widely used topic model is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model (Srivastava and Sahami, 

2009). This model identifies the latent topics (i.e. topics that are not directly observed in the data). Topics 

are represented as a probability distribution over words (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). A topic can be 

interpreted by the terms that have the highest probability under that topic (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). 

Documents are then represented as a probability distribution over these topics (i.e. a dirichlet distribution) 

(Lee et al., 2012; Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). A major advantage of the dirichlet distribution is that the 

documents can be assigned to multiple topics. This is highly relevant in the context of technologies because 

it increases an accurate representation of their complex natures. 

 

To fit the topic model, the full-text contents of the 57.140 patents are imported in the statistical computing 

program ‘R’ as a corpus, i.e. “a collection of documents containing (natural language) text” (Feinerer and 

Hornik, 2015, p.5). The data in the corpus is preprocessed following the method of Hornik and Grün (2011). 

The preprocessing steps include the removal of non-Latin characters (‘R’, like other applications, cannot 

process these characters), converting all characters to lower-case, removing punctuation characters and 

numbers, removing stop words, removing words comprised of less than three characters, and stemming. 

In addition, the number of words under consideration is reduced by pruning the vocabulary. The 

vocabulary is pruned by calculating the mean term-frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores. 

The mean TF-IDF of a term reflects the frequency of the term in a document and weighs this frequency 

according to the number of documents that contain the term (Robertson, 2004). By selecting those terms 

with the highest mean TF-IDF score, terms having low frequency as well as terms occurring in most of the 

documents (e.g. non-discriminating terms and stop words) are omitted (Blei and Lafferty, 2009; Grün and 

Hornik, 2011). Based on the number of words in the corpus, the 160.000 terms with the highest mean TF-

IDF scores are to be selected for the vocabulary. Due to similar TF-IDF scores, in this study 160.065 terms 

were included in the final vocabulary.  

 

The 160.065 terms in the corpus after the preprocessing steps are the basis of the document-term matrix 

(dtm). Each row in the matrix corresponds to one document in the corpus. Each column in the matrix 

corresponds to one term present in one or more of the documents in the corpus. The matrix therefore 

comprises 57.140 rows and 160.065 columns. Each value in the matrix represents the frequency term i occurs 

in document j. The document-term matrix forms the input for fitting the topic model. 

 

Before fitting the topic model to the document-term matrix, the method for fitting the model as well as a 

number of parameters need to be set a priori (Grün and Hornik, 2011). Two algorithms can be used as a 

method to fit the model: the variational expectation-maximization (VEM) algorithm and Gibbs sampling 

(Grün and Hornik, 2011). Scientific literature does not identify either of the algorithms to perform better 

(i.e. to result in models of better quality) on certain data sets. However, an enormous amount of computing 

power is found necessary to fit topic models on the patent data using the Gibbs sampling method. Due to 

the lack of proven quality difference between both algorithms, the topic models are fitted using the VEM 

algorithm.    
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The parameters set a priori include the dirichlet parameter α, and the number of topics (Blei, 2009; Grün 

and Hornik, 2011). The dirichlet parameter α can be estimated or be appointed a fixed value, commonly 

set to 50/k (k denoting the number of topics) (Grün and Hornik, 2011). Multiple topic models are fitted 

using different parameter values to determine optimal settings for the model. The perplexity, i.e. the 

geometric mean per-word likelihood, is commonly used to evaluate models (Blei et al., 2003; Grün and 

Hornik, 2011; Teh et al., 2006). A lower perplexity value indicates a higher quality model because it is 

associated with a model that is less subject to overfitting the training data (Su and Liao, 2013). The 

perplexity measurements are based on held-out data, which is possible by using a 10-fold cross validation 

method. The data is split into 10 equally large segments. Each segment serves as the held-out test data (test 

set) in one of the 10 fitted topic models, while the remaining nine segments (the training set) are used to fit 

the model (Grün and Hornik, 2011).  

 

Figure 3.1 displays the perplexity as a function of the number of topics of the topic models using the VEM 

algorithm with an estimated dirichlet parameter α. Similarly, the perplexity over number of topics is 

calculated of the topic models using the VEM algorithm with a fixed value, 50/k, for the parameter α. The 

values of perplexity with an estimated α are all lower than their counterparts of the fixed α models. This 

indicates estimating the parameter α results in the better probabilistic model.  
 

 
Figure 3.1 Perplexity of the (estimated α) LDA models using different topic numbers. Each line  

                    represents one of the folds in the 10-fold cross-validation. 
 

The rate of perplexity change (RPC) is especially appropriate to determine the optimal number of topics 

for the topic model (Zhao et al., 2015). Figure 3.2 displays the RPC for topic models using the VEM 

algorithm, an estimated value for α and number of topics ranging from 10 to 100. The first number of topics 

whose rate of perplexity change (RPC) is smaller than its subsequent number of topics, is the most 

appropriate number of topics for the data (Zhao et al., 2015). Figure 3.2 shows that the RPC associated with 

40 topics is the first RPC that is lower than its subsequent RPC. Therefore, a topic model with 40 topics is 

most appropriate for this data set. Concluding, by using the lowest perplexity methods commonly used to 

evaluate topic models, the best model for this dataset is a topic model using the VEM algorithm, an 

estimated dirichlet parameter α and 40 topics. 
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Figure 3.2 Rate of perplexity change (RPC) of LDA models using different topic numbers (ranging from  

                    10 to 100).  
 

The output of the topic model is the topic distributions for patents, i.e. each patent is represented as a 

collection of proportions for each of the 40 topics (Blei et al., 2003). In other words, a patent is assigned to 

multiple topics with different proportions (Zhao et al., 2015). The proportions for one patent add up to 1. 

The patents are then clustered on the basis of their topic distributions to obtain the categories i to which the 

patented emerging technologies can be assigned. Clustering the documents entails that patents are 

regarded similar and are grouped together when they entail similar combinations of technological topics. 

Using the k-means clustering method, patents that are similar in terms of their topic distribution are 

grouped together in a cluster. For the k-means clustering method, the number of clusters needs to be set a 

priori. Clustering models with 2 to 100 number of clusters are fitted and the models are evaluated by the 

variance the model explain. The clustering model with 50 clusters has the highest value of variance 

explained and is identified as the best for the data set. The obtained clusters represent the categories i, and 

the proportion of documents assigned per cluster represents pi in the aforementioned Shannon entropy 

statistic.  

 

3.3.2 Dependent variable: Technological impact 

The widely established indicator in scientific literature for the impact of patented technologies is the count 

of forward patent citations (Arts et al., 2013; Hagedoorn and Cloodt, 2003; Harhoff et al., 1999). The count 

of forward patent citations is defined as the number of citations a patent receives from subsequent patents 

(Ljungberg, 2011). Following Bacchiocchi and Montobbio (2010) and Zhong and Verspagen (2016), the 

count of forward citations is adjusted for the presence of self-citations on the patent level. Such a self-

citation occurs when a patent is citing its own equivalent, and thus does not reflect the impact on 

subsequent patents. In addition, citations from patents that share the same DOCDB family ID are collapsed 

to prevent double counting citations that in fact originated from equivalent patents. 

 

3.3.3 Independent variables 

The independent variables capturing the inventor attributes are measured in four timeframes. This allows 

to assess the influence of time in the relation between technological experience and network position on 

the dependent variables. The application date of the patented technology can be denoted by t. The first 

timeframe T1 captures the inventor attributes one year prior to the patent filing date (t-1). Thus, T1 captures 

the technological experience the inventor acquired 1 year prior to the moment of invention, and includes 

the network position the inventor acquired 1 year prior to the moment of invention. T2 represents the 
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inventor attributes in the two years prior to the patent filing date (t-1 + t-2). Timeframe T3 captures the 

three years prior to the patent filing date (t-1 + t-2 + t-3). Lastly, T∞ captures all experience and network 

connections the inventor has ever acquired.  

  

The technological experience of an inventor is assessed by its patented technologies invented prior to the 

emerging technology under consideration. To determine which technology is invented prior, the priority 

application date is used since this captures when the patent was invented. Patent applications from the 

same DOCDB family are collapsed to prevent double counting previous patents that are in fact equivalents. 

The degree of technological experience is measured as the absolute count of an inventor’s prior invented 

patented technologies. The diversity of technological experience is measured as the count of unique CPC 

class symbols among an inventor’s previously invented patents. Although a diversity measure using text 

mining as proposed in section 3.3.1 would be more representative to capture the diversity of prior invented 

patents, this measure is unfortunately not feasibly in the time scope of this study because it requires the 

retrieval and analysis of patents from all CPC classes rather than just those in the CPC class ‘Y’.  

 

The network position of an inventor is assessed by constructing the co-inventor network. The co-inventor 

network is operationalized on a patent level to lower the influence of large inventor team sizes of patents 

in our sample’s co-inventor network. The latter can form a bias when measuring the inventor position in 

the network. As van Rijnsoever et al. (2015, p.3) indicate, a project based network “is just a different 

projection of an actor-based network”. In this network, nodes represent patents and edges represent a 

connecting between patents based on one or more shared inventors. For all inventors in the sample, the 

first tier co-inventor network is measured. The degree of connectivity is measured as the absolute count of 

the direct edges to the node. The local clustering coefficient is measured as the number of existing edges in 

the node’s neighborhood, divided by the number of possible edges in the node’s neighborhood (Hamill 

and Gilbert, 2009).  

 

3.3.4 Control variables 

The inventor team size is the number of individuals listed as inventor on the patent application. Cassiman 

et al., (2008) indicate that the inventor team size can affect the availability of knowledge within the team as 

well as the access to a heterogeneous network. In addition, van Rijnsoever et al. (2015) argue that a greater 

team size might result in less novelty creation. To control for any potential effects the inventor team size is 

added as a variable.  

 

The application year of the patents are included in the models to control for the potential bias in diversity 

creation and impact of earlier filed patents. It is expected that older patents have a higher chance of creating 

diversity, because the measurements of the diversity in the system is based only upon the set of patents 

included in the study. In addition, it is expected that earlier patents have more time to receive citations than 

do their later filed counterparts since the citations count is measured at one point in time for all patents. 

 

3.4 Data analysis 

The hypotheses on the relation between inventor attributes and technological diversity creation and impact 

are tested using statistical inference. Before the models are estimated, the numeric variables are normalized 

using their mean and standard deviation to obtain their so-called z-scores (Gelman and Hill, 2007). This 

normalization ensures a uniform scale among the numeric variables. The descriptive statistics of the 
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variables and the correlation matrix that presents the Pearson correlations between all variable pairs are 

given in appendix III. The Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) of the predicators in the regression models are 

calculated to assess the multicollinearity between the predictors (O’Brien, 2007). High multicollinearities 

among predictors can result in higher variance (i.e. standard errors) in the model estimates (O’Brien, 2007). 

Subsequently, small changes in data can cause large changes in the model estimates – making the estimated 

model less robust. A common rule of thumb for VIF values, the ‘rule of 4’, is used to assess the 

multicollinearity (O’Brien, 2007). This means VIF values above 4 represent an unsatisfactory high degree 

of multicollinearity.  

 

To assess the relations between the independent variables and the dependent continuous variable 

technological diversity creation, multiple regression models based on Ordinary Least Square (OLS) are 

estimated. Figure 3.3 shows that the dependent variable diversity creation suffers from heteroscedasticity, 

which violates the assumption in OLS models that the errors are evenly distributed. Due to the high outliers 

in diversity creation of the technologies invented in the first two years taken into account in the study, the 

technologies from year 1992 and 1993 are excluded from all the statistical inference of both dependent 

variables. In addition, the observations are weighted according to the number of patented technologies in 

set of patents included in the study at its time of filing. In other words, it is weighted according to the 

number of patents in the corpus at the time of measuring the patent’s diversity creation. Figure 3.3 shows 

that the two steps adjusts for the large variation in the diversity measures. It adjusts for the fact that patents 

with earlier filing dates have diversity values with a higher magnitude than those filed later in time. A total 

of four regression models are estimated with technological diversity creation as dependent variable. The 

predictors included per model are measured with a timeframe T1 (model M1), T2 (model M2), T3 (model 

M3), and T∞ (model M4).  
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Figure 3.3 Diversity creation of emerging technologies per application year. 

 

For the dependent count variable technological impact, the negative binomial models is most appropriate 

since the count variable is overdispersed (see appendix III for its distribution). A total of four regression 

models are estimated with technological impact as dependent variable. The predictors included per model 

are measured with a timeframe T1 (model M5), T2 (model M6), T3 (model M7), and T∞ (model M8).  

 

In all eight regression models M1-M8, standard errors are clustered using robust clustered standard errors. 

This method is required because the inventor attributes are related for those observations (patent and 

inventor pairs) that share the same inventor, i.e. when the same individual invented more than one of the 

patents in the sample. This is the case for 130 of the 7847 observations (1.66%). Without controlling for the 

dependency among the independent variables of those observations, the estimations of the models can lead 

to misleading small standard errors, large t-statistics and low p-values. 
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The fit of all models is evaluated by comparing the models with the control model in which only the control 

variables are included. For the fit of models with robust clustered standard errors, the Wald F-statistic can 

be used (Hoechle, 2007). All the statistical inference is performed in the statistical computing program ‘R’. 

The R-scripts are provided in appendix II.  
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4. RESULTS 
 

This section will first discuss the results of the text mining technique ‘topic modelling’.  The results of the 

topic model include the latent topics identified in the technological field of emerging technologies and its 

subsequent technological categories. In addition, the diversity creation of technologies will be assessed. 

Thereafter, the statistical inference models used to test the hypotheses on the influence of inventor 

attributes on both the diversity creation and impact of technologies is discussed.  

 

4.1 Diversity creation of emerging technologies  
 

4.1.1 Latent topics and categories 

Using the text mining technique ‘topic modelling’, 40 topics are identified. Although the topics are 

unobserved (latent), they can be interpreted by the terms that have the highest probability under that topic 

(Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). An example of the topic interpretation is given for 10 topics in table 4.1 (the 

interpretation of all topics is provided in appendix IV). For an easier understanding of the terms, the 

original word is listed rather than the word stem. Important to note is that a word stem can capture more 

than one inflected word. For example, the word stem ‘emitt’ found under Topic 1 captures words such as 

emitting, emitted and emitters. The topic interpretations in table 4.1 also show that the topic model has 

dealt with noise caused by synonymy and polysemy. Synonyms, for example, are found in Topic 22 who 

lists the terms anode, cathode and electrode – where anode/positive electrode as well as cathode/negative 

electrode are often used interchangeably (Chen et al., 2002). An example of a polysemic term is ‘cell’, a term 

that can have different meanings in different contexts. In the context of Topic 7 and Topic 33, the term ‘cell’ 

can refer to host cell genome, blood cells, living cells, and spleen cells (see for example patent EP1781822 

and EP2153234)5. This while the term ‘cell’ is found mostly in the context of electric or alkaline cell in 

technologies associated with Topic 22 (see for example patent EP2471976). 

 

Table 4.1 Topic interpretation of 10 patent topics in the field of emerging technologies.  

TOPIC 1 TOPIC 3 TOPIC 7 TOPIC 8 TOPIC 9 

semiconductor layer sequence wind enzyme 

photoelectric ink seq1 turbine microorganism 

wafer dielectric gene   rotor culture 

photovoltaic stack cell stator                           fermentation 

layer laminated polypeptide blade dehydrogenase 

n-type lightguide encoded nacelle gene 

p-type sublayer DNA  hub protein 

dopant interlayer protein tower cellulase 

emitting film nucleic shaft      xylose 

antireflective overcoat vector compressor biomass 

  

                                                           
5 Patents are represented by their publication number (both the two letter country code and serial number) throughout this report. 
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TOPIC 24 TOPIC 22 TOPIC 33 TOPIC 34 TOPIC 40 

nanotube anode protein      channel vehicle 

lens  electrolyte antibodies processor motor   

nanostructured cathode cell      antenna torque 

nanowire cell antigen station wheel 

ribbon MEA3 microparticles communication brake   

hair2   electrode vaccine reception command 

interconnector electrolysis polypeptide slot pedal 

fullerene bi-polar culture bits regenerative 

graphene collector sequence radio ECU5   

nanofiber electrocatalyst mAb4                           uplink rear 

1 Refers to Seq ID No (see patent: EP2238242): unique integer in patents applications identifying nucleotide or amino acid sequences  

(World Intellectual Property Organization, 2009). 
2 e.g. carbon nanotube hairs (see patent: EP2462598). 

3 Abbreviation for membrane-electrode assembly (see patent: EP2293371). 

4 Abbreviation for monoclonal antibodies (see patent: EP1668035). 

5 Abbreviation for Electronic Control Units (see patent: EP2402203). 

 

Each emerging technology in the topic model is represented as a collection of probabilities over the 40 

topics (Blei et al., 2003). In other words, a technology is assigned to multiple topics with different 

proportions (Zhao et al., 2015), ranging from probabilities of 1.06 · 10-6 up to probabilities of 0.99987. More 

than half (55%) of the technologies are attributed to two or more topics with a probability of 0.20 or higher. 

In contrast, only few can be attributed to one topic: a mere 2.4 percent of the technologies show a probability 

of 0.95 or higher for one topic.  

 

The categories in this technological field are then identified by clustering the technologies based on their 

topic distributions. In other words, technologies are regarded similar, and thus are grouped together, when 

they entail similar combinations of technological topics. Table 4.2 illustrates the result of the categorization 

process: it shows the topic distributions of ten technologies in three categories. The advantage of 

categorizing based on topic distributions, rather than assigning technologies to one topic, becomes evident 

from the table. Category 28 and 48 for example, both contain technologies with a relative high probability 

for Topic 7. This topic is characterized by terms related to DNA. The technologies in category 28 also have 

a relatively high probability for Topic 9, a topic related to biomass. An example of a patented technology 

assigned to category 28 is patent EP2140009 with the title “Transgenic plants containing soluble cell wall 

polysaccharides’. The title and the abstract confirm that this patent indeed contains a technology that can 

be attributed to the topic DNA (‘transgenic’) as well as the topic biomass (‘plant’ and ‘bio-fuel’). This is 

contrast to the patents in category 48, who combine a relative high probability for Topic 7 with Topic 33. 

The latter topic is characterized by terms related to antigens and vaccines. An example of a patented 

technology assigned to category 48 is patent EP1131633 with the title “HIV-specific T-cell induction. By 

categorizing based on topic distributions, the resulting categories capture the difference between a 

technology related to DNA in the context of biomass, and a technology related to DNA in the context of 

antigens and vaccines.  
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Table 4.2 An example of technologies and their topic distributions assigned to three different categories. 

    Topic                           

Technology Category 1 2 3 7 9 16 19 27 29 30 31 33 36 37 38 

EP2140009 28 0 0 0 0.6 0.2 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP2435483 28 0 0 0 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 

EP2920314 28 0 0 0 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP1720405 28 0 0 0 0.6 0.2 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 

EP2134849 28 0 0 0 0.6 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP1891226 28 0 0 0 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP704531 28 0 0 0 0.5 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP1590648 28 0 0 0 0.7 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 

EP2188375 28 0 0 0 0.6 0.1 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP1268752 28 0 0 0 0.8 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP1131633 47 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 

EP1278541 47 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0.1 0 

EP2470203 47 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 

EP2240595 47 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 

EP1415161 47 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.5 0.1 0 0 

EP1173576 47 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 

EP1425578 47 0 0 0 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 

EP1781313 47 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 

EP733121 47 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0.1 0 

EP990256 47 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 

EP2126964 32 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP2429005 32 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP2430648 32 0.6 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP1843389 32 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP2158610 32 0.4 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP2492972 32 0.5 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP1362380 32 0.8 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 

EP1843398 32 0.4 0.1 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP2783396 32 0.5 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EP2237321 32 0.3 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Probability 0 - 0.1: light grey, regular. Probability 0.2 - 0.3: black, regular. Probability 0.4 – 1:  Black, bold.  

Only topics with non-zero distributions for one of the selected technologies are displayed. 
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4.1.2 Distribution in diversity creation 

With the categories presented in the previous section, the technological diversity of the collection of 

patented technologies can be calculated. The method section has elaborated on the subsequent 

measurements of diversity creation of each technology. The distribution of the diversity creation of the 

emerging technology patents is visualized in figure 4.1. The complete set of emerging technology patents 

and the sample display a similar, normal distribution. The values are spreading out to the positive and 

negative spectrum, i.e. the measurements have captured both diversity creation and diversity reduction. 

In addition, measuring both the diversity creation and impact of technologies in one study has shown that 

the two are positively correlated (the Pearson correlation coefficient is estimated at 0.11 – see appendix III 

for all Pearson correlations). This indicates that emerging technologies that add more diversity to the 

technological system tend to have more impact on subsequent technologies. Since impact is positively 

associated with economic value (Ljungberg and McKelvey, 2009; Zeebroeck et al., 2008), it can be suggested 

that they might also be more valuable.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Distribution of diversity creation of the full set of 57.140 emerging technologies (left) and      

                    the sample of 2600 technologies (right) – in the range of -200 to 200. 

 

4.2 Statistical models of diversity creation and impact 
 

4.2.1 Results and fit of the regression models    

The results of the weighted least square regression models with diversity creation as the dependent 

variables (M1, M2, M3, and M4) are presented in table 4.3. For each model, the model fit is given by the 

Wald F statistic and its associated p-value. The Wald F statistic indicate that models M1 and M2 fit 

significantly better than the control model. In addition, table 4.3 present the estimators and their p-values 

for the inventor attributes and control variables. The results of the negative binomial regression models 

with impact as the dependent variables (M5, M6, M7, and M8) are presented in table 4.4. In contrast to the 

diversity models, the Wald F statistic indicates that the model with timeframe T1 does not fit significantly 

better than the control model. The variance inflation factors (VIF) of the predicators in the regression 

models, which are listed in appendix III, are all below three. This indicates that the assumption of 

independence is not violated.  
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Table 4.3 Results of the weighted least square linear regression models (M1, M2, M3, and M4) with  

                   technological diversity creation as dependent variable.  

 Models of technological diversity creation 
 Model M1 M2 M3  M4 

Time frame T1 T2 T3 T∞ 

(Intercept estimate) 775.02*** 763.73*** 765.97*** 754.57*** 

Technological experience    

Degree of experience 0.02  0.02 0.05 0.05 

Diversity of experience 0.44*  0.27· 0.22 0.09    

Network position     

Degree of connectivity 0.11*  0.04 -0.0002 -0.03* 

Degree of clustering 4.7***  1.61* 0.26 -0.92 

Control variables     

Inventor team size -0.48***  -0.48*** -0.50*** -0.50*** 

Application year -0.39***    -0.38*** -0.38*** -0.37*** 

Model indicators     

N observations 7847 7847 7847 7847 

Wald F statistic 7.71*** 2.40* 1.21 1.59 

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘·’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. 

 

 

Table 4.4 Results of the negative binomial regression models (M5, M6, M7, and M8) with technological  

                   impact as dependent variable.  

 Models of technological impact 
 Model M5 M6 M7  M8 

Time frame T1 T2 T3 T∞ 

(Intercept estimate) 392.07*** 392.43*** 392.04*** 393.43*** 

Technological experience    

Degree of experience 0.98· 0.98 0.99 0.997 

Diversity of experience 1.07* 1.06** 1.05* 1.02 

Network position     

Degree of connectivity 1.01 1.01* 1.01* 1.00 

Degree of clustering 0.99 1.01 1.03 0.70* 

Control variables     

Inventor team size 1.04*** 1.03*** 1.03*** 1.03*** 

Application year 0.82*** 0.82*** 0.82*** 0.82*** 

Model indicators     

N observations 7847 7847 7847 7847 

Wald F statistic 2.10· 3.53** 3.81** 5.92*** 

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘·’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. 
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4.2.2 Technological experience 

The effect of the degree of technological experience on diversity creation and impact cannot be confirmed 

with the regression models. Thus, hypotheses H1 and H2 are neither confirmed nor rejected. The diversity 

of technological experience one year prior to invention has a positive effect on the diversity creation of the 

technology. For the other timeframes, this effect could not be confirmed. For the time frame T1, hypothesis 

H3 can be accepted. The diversity of technological experience two and three years prior to invention have 

a positive effect on the impact of the technology. However, with an odds ratio of respectively 1.06 and 1.05, 

this effect is small. 

 

4.2.3 Network position 

The positive effect of the degree of connectivity on diversity creation can be confirmed for T1. Holding all 

other variables constant, an increase of the degree of connectivity in T1 with one (i.e. one additional direct 

tie) increases the diversity creation with 0.11.  Thus, for T1, hypothesis H4 is accepted. Its positive effect on 

impact is proven for T2 and T3, thus hypothesis H5 is accepted. Important to note is that the odds ratio is 

very small (1.01) - One additional tie multiplies the expected impact (i.e. number of citations) by 

approximately 1.01. The degree of clustering has a positive effect on diversity creation for T1 and T2. Thus, 

H6 is rejected. A one-unit increase in the degree of clustering leads to an increase in diversity of 4.7 and 

1.61 for respectively T1 and T2. In addition, it multiplies the expected impact by approximately 0.70 for 

T4 – holding all other variables constant. Thus, H7 is rejected for T∞. 

 

4.2.4 Control variables 

As expected, the application year (i.e. priority filing year) of the technology’s patent has a significant 

negative influence on both diversity creation and impact. In other words, older patents tend to have a 

higher diversity creation and impact. This effect is captured by the inclusion of the control variable 

application year. The inventor team size negatively influences the diversity creation of the patent with an 

estimated coefficient of -0.48 to -0.50. In addition, a higher number of inventors is associated with a slightly 

higher technological impact for all included timeframes.  
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5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
 

This research studied the diversity creation and impact of emerging technologies. The aim of the research 

was to analyze the role of inventor attributes in the diversity creation and impact of emerging technologies. 

The results suggest that inventor attributes acquired up until two years prior to the technological invention 

are especially important in the diversity creation. For the impact of the technology, inventor attributes 

acquired three or more years before the time of invention have a significant effect. The effect of the degree 

of technological experience on diversity creation and impact cannot be confirmed with the regression 

models. It is found that the diversity of technological experience positively influences the diversity creation 

and has a very small positive effect on impact. The degree of connectivity of an inventor in the co-inventor 

network positively influences diversity and impact. Lastly, the clustering around an inventor is positively 

related to the diversity creation. These findings not only contribute to the scientific gap on the mechanisms 

and influences of diversity creation, but has also validated the feasibility and value of the text mining 

technique to assess diversity creation in the technological system. 

 

5.1 Theoretical implications 

The findings of this study add to existing literature on technological change by shedding light on the 

possible influences on diversity creation of which little is known in current scientific literature. In addition, 

this study has validated the feasibility and value of using the text mining technique of topic modelling to 

assess diversity creation in a technological system. This validation is of paramount importance because the 

importance of technological diversity in the system is widely acknowledged among innovation scholars, 

but the scientific field has suffered from the absence of an established and adequate operationalization of 

the concept. Additionally, the validation of topic modelling in the context of patented technologies provide 

guidance to scholars who wish to explore new applications of text mining. An important lesson from the 

application of topic modelling on patented technologies is the constraints on the size of the data, since the 

necessary amount of computing power is exponentially related to the size of the database. To give an 

example, the calculations for the topic models in this study, based on the full contents of 57.140 patents, 

can take as much as four days per model. Especially when assessing the diversity in a system, significantly 

large databases are necessary since one requires all patented technologies in the system. This lesson is 

important for the adequate delineation of the scope of future studies looking to use topic models in the 

field of patented technologies. In addition, it can be advised to limit the analysis of patented technologies 

to the abstract of patents, since the abstract represents the novelty contribution of the technology as a 

summary (Kaplan and Vakili, 2013).  

 

5.2 Societal implications 

The findings of this study provide beneficial insights for policy makers that aim to increase the diversity in 

a technological system to promote technological change and the development of emerging technologies. 

First, the positive relation between diversity creation and impact, where the latter is associated with the 

value of an invention, can be leveraged by policy makers to encourage for-profit firms to pursue 

technologies that diverge from the existing knowledge base in the technological field. Second, this study 

confirms the importance of individual inventor attributes. Although contradicting findings have been 

found in current literature, it does suggest that the identification of individuals with a high degree of 
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diversity creation and impact in the past can be beneficial to promote diversity creation in the technological 

field in the future.  

 

5.3 Limitations 

This study is subject to a number of limitations. First, the necessary computing power of the topic modelling 

present a constraint on the time frame that can be included in the study. It is expected that the inclusion of 

technologies patented before the time frame under consideration can lead to more robust diversity creation 

measure. Although the method of weighing observations in the regression models deals with 

heteroscedasticity, it is expected that a larger time frame can further diminish the skewed distribution of 

diversity creation caused by the higher chance of earlier technologies to create diversity in comparison to 

technologies that were invented later in time. The second limitation in the study is the exclusion of team 

level measurement of technological experience. As Ejermo and Jung (2011) explain, teams are likely to 

consist of heterogeneous inventors where the individual inventor attributes are not representative of the 

team. Each inventor can bring different knowledge and experience which can increases the chances for 

recombinant innovation (Singh and Fleming, 2010). Thus, it can influence the diversity creation of a team’s 

invented technology. In addition, it might influence the impact the technology (Kaplan and Vakili, 2013). 

However, the research design of this study is based upon patent data which does not allow for an analysis 

of the complex interactions and learning processes on a team level.  

 

5.4 Future research 

The new measurement of diversity creation using topic modelling provides interesting directions for future 

research in two ways. First, a structural evaluation of this measurement can provide a uniform, confirmed 

measurement of technological diversity creation. This can build upon the exploration of the method in this 

study – that confirms the feasibility and value of the technique but the structurally validation has been 

outside the scope. A second direction of future research is identified in the inclusion of variables on the 

level of different types of inventors. For example, the different contributions of patented technologies of 

lone inventors, industrial inventors and academic inventors has received a degree of attention in scientific 

literature. Especially since academic inventors are regarded crucial in knowledge creation and 

technological change (Ljungberg and McKelvey, 2009; Ramaciotti and Rizzo, 2015; Sterzi, 2013). Variables 

that capture inventor attributes appointed specifically to academic inventors, such as scientific experience 

and the position in their scientific network, are some suggestions to incorporate in future research. 
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APPENDIX I: SQL codes for data retrieval from PatStat 
 

1. Retrieving the distinct English patents in CPC class Y, filed at EPO between 1994 – 2014  

    (301.653 patents). 
 

SELECT distinct(tls201_appln.appln_id) FROM tls201_appln 

INNER JOIN tls224_appln_cpc on tls224_appln_cpc.appln_id = tls201_appln.appln_id  

INNER JOIN tls211_pat_publn on tls211_pat_publn.appln_id = tls201_appln.appln_id 

 

WHERE tls201_appln.appln_filing_year < 2015  AND  tls201_appln.appln_filing_year > 1993 AND appln_auth = 'EP' 

AND tls224_appln_cpc.cpc_class_symbol like 'Y%' AND publn_lg = 'en' 

order by tls201_appln.appln_id. 

 

2. Retrieving the distinct English patent applications within the 173 selected CPC codes, in CPC  

    class Y (75.140 patents). 
 

SELECT distinct(tls201_appln.appln_id), publn_auth, publn_nr FROM tls201_appln 

INNER JOIN tls224_appln_cpc on tls224_appln_cpc.appln_id = tls201_appln.appln_id  

INNER JOIN tls211_pat_publn on tls211_pat_publn.appln_id = tls201_appln.appln_id 

 

WHERE tls201_appln.appln_filing_year < 2015  AND  tls201_appln.appln_filing_year > 1993 AND appln_auth = 'EP' 

AND publn_lg = 'en' AND (cpc_class_symbol like 'Y02B%90/16' or cpc_class_symbol like 'Y02E%60/50' or 

... [the WHERE clause on cpc_class_symbol includes all 173 selected CPC codes: Y02B  90/16, Y02E  60/50, Y02E  60/525, 

Y02P  20/52, Y02E  10/547, Y02P  20/143, Y02W  30/70, Y10S 514/826, Y10S 514/851, Y10S 514/929, Y10S 514/958, Y10S 514/959, Y10S 

474/902, Y02E  10/543, Y02P  70/521, Y10S  95/901, Y02B  30/62, Y02B  30/64, Y02T  10/6221, Y02T  10/6265, Y02T  10/645, Y02T  10/646, 

Y02T  10/648, Y02T  10/72, Y02T  10/7275, Y02T  10/642, Y02T  10/7258, Y10S 435/912, Y10T 152/10495, Y10T 152/10846, Y10T 428/269, 

Y02W  10/15, Y10S 385/901, Y10S 428/935, Y10S 428/937, Y10S 428/938, Y10S 428/939, Y10T 428/12542, Y10T 428/12583, Y10T 428/1259, 

Y10T 428/12611, Y10T 428/12806, Y10T 428/12951, Y10T 428/12972, Y10T 428/12979, Y02T  50/166, Y10S 415/914, Y10S 435/855, Y10S 

435/856, Y10S 530/826, Y10S 428/917, Y10S 530/825, Y02B  70/16, Y10T  29/49005, Y10T 137/0363, Y10T 137/0396, Y10T 137/7761, Y02P  

20/542, Y10T 428/31504, Y10S 514/824, Y02E  60/521, Y02P  70/56, Y10T 436/24, Y10S 514/893, Y10S 436/804, Y02E  60/124, Y10S 977/948, 

Y02T  10/17, Y02T  10/6208, Y02T  50/433, Y10T 442/2525, Y10T 428/249967, Y10T 428/249978, Y10T 428/249979, Y10S 435/885, Y02B  

60/42, Y02B  60/50, Y10T  29/49826, Y10S 977/717, Y10S 977/911, Y10T 428/2991, Y10T 428/2993, Y10T 428/2995, Y10T 428/2996, Y10T 

428/2998, Y02E  60/13, Y02E  50/13, Y10T 152/10765, Y10T 428/24165, Y10T 428/24997, Y10T 428/249975, Y10T 428/24998, Y10T 

428/31678, Y02E  10/50, Y10S 514/886, Y02E  10/725, Y02E  10/726, Y02T  50/672, Y02E  60/366, Y10S 706/90, Y10S 514/908, Y02P  20/129, 

Y10S 206/819, Y10S 428/91, Y10T 428/1352, Y10T 428/31786, Y10T 428/31938, Y10S 435/975, Y10S 530/806, Y10S 530/81, Y10T 436/143333, 

Y10S 435/911, Y10S 435/808, Y10S 436/805, Y02W  10/37, Y10S 423/40, Y10S 977/848, Y02P  20/55, Y10S 180/903, Y10S 424/809, Y10S 

514/88, Y10S 423/21, Y10S 423/24, Y10S 435/853, Y10S 435/854, Y10S 435/857, Y10S 430/143, Y10T 307/747, Y10T 307/76, Y02E  60/327, 

Y10S 435/822, Y10S 435/849, Y10S 435/879, Y10S 530/815, Y10S 530/816, Y10S 362/80, Y10T 137/2098, Y10T 137/2104, Y10T 137/2109, 

Y10T 137/2115, Y10T 137/3052, Y10S 514/937, Y10S 514/941, Y10S 977/924, Y10S 435/81, Y10S 436/823, Y10S 436/829, Y10T 428/2982, 

Y10T 428/2984, Y10S 514/85, Y10T 428/1393, Y10T 428/12771, Y10T 428/12778, Y10S 424/16, Y10S 977/775, Y10S 977/783, Y10S 977/797, 

Y10S 977/798, Y10S 977/801, Y10S 977/912, Y10S 977/915, Y02T  10/32, Y10T 428/139, Y10T 436/177692, Y02E  50/343, Y02W  30/47, Y10T 

307/511, Y10T 307/707, Y10T 307/735, Y10S 424/81, Y10S 514/855, Y02T  50/823, Y02E  10/563] ...or cpc_class_symbol like 

'Y02T%50/823' or cpc_class_symbol like 'Y02E%10/563'). 

 

order by tls201_appln.appln_id. 

 

3. Retrieving DOCDB FAMILY ID of 733 non-EPO citing patents. 
 

SELECT distinct(appln_id), docdb_family_id FROM tls201_appln 

WHERE appln_id = 100228 or appln_id = 55268353 or ... [the WHERE clause includes all 733 appln_id’s of the non-

EPO patent applications citing the academic patents in the sample or citing their equivalents] ... or appln_id = 

340483727 or appln_id = 413410618. 
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APPENDIX II: R-SCRIPTS 
This appendix provides the R-scripts for 1) two R-functions to process data in the CRIOS database; 2) the 

sample preparation; 3) retrieving full-text patents using the Open Patent Services (OPS) of EPO; 4) 

measuring diversity creation: Topic modelling; 5) Measuring diversity creation: Shannon entropy; 6) 

measuring technological impact; 7) measuring technological experience; 8) measuring network position; 

and 9) data analyses.  

 

1. Two R-functions to process data in the CRIOS database:  
# Name: levels.min_max 

# Required arguments:  

#   x: Vector with level wise (i.e. class type: factor) dates in character-format   

#      (e.g. "14MAY1964"). 

# Return values: 

#   A table with the minimum and maximal level present in the vector (i.e. earliest  

#   and latest date). 

# Description: 

#   This function finds within a factor type vector the level representing the  

#   earliest date (minimum) and the level representing the latest date (maximum). 

 

levels.min_max <- function(x){ 

 

# Find the levels in vector x: 

levels <- levels(x) 

# Empty data.frame to save the results: 

results <- data.frame(matrix(ncol = 2, nrow = 1)) 

colnames(results) <- c("Minimum", "Maximum") 

 

# Find level containing the earliest date (minimum):  

# Minimum year: 

for (i in 1800:2020) 

{ 

# grep allows to search for 'i' in the vector levels. i is ascending, and if found,   

# grep returns the value instead of 'character(0)'. 

  if (identical(grep(i,levels, value=TRUE),character(0)) == FALSE) 

  { 

    # if i is found (and thus not identical to 'character(0)’), the minimum year and  

    # the levels in the minimum year are saved: 

    min_year <- i 

    lev_min_year <- grep(i,levels,value=TRUE) 

    break 

  } 

} 

 

# Minimum month: 

for (i in c("JAN","FEB","MAR","APR","MAY","JUN","JUL","AUG","SEP","OCT","NOV","DEC")) 

{ 

  if (identical(grep(i,lev_min_year, value=TRUE),character(0)) == FALSE) 

  { 

    min_month <- i 

    lev_min_year_month <- grep(i,lev_min_year,value=TRUE) 

    break 

  } 

} 

 

# Minimum day: 

days <- c("01","02","03","04","05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15", 

"16","17","18","19","20","21","22","23","24","25","26","27","28","29","30","31") 

for (i in days) 

{ 
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  day_month_year <- paste("^",i,min_month,min_year,sep="") 

  i_in_lev <- grep(day_month_year,lev_min_year_month, value=TRUE) 

 

  if (identical(i_in_lev,character(0)) == FALSE) 

  { 

    results[1,1] <- i_in_lev 

    break 

  } 

} 

 

# Find level containing the latest date (maximum):  

# Maximum year: 

for (i in 2020:1800) 

{ 

  if (identical(grep(i,levels, value=TRUE),character(0)) == FALSE) 

  { 

    max_year<-i 

    lev_max_year<- grep(i,levels,value=TRUE)  

    break 

  } 

} 

 

# Maximum month: 

for (i in c("DEC","NOV","OCT","SEP","AUG","JUL","JUN","MAY","APR","MAR","FEB","JAN")) 

{ 

  if (identical(grep(i,lev_max_year, value=TRUE),character(0)) == FALSE) 

  { 

    max_month<-i 

    lev_max_year_month<-grep(i,lev_max_year,value=TRUE) 

    break 

  } 

} 

 

# Maximum day: 

for (i in rev(days)) 

{ 

  day_month_year <- paste("^", i,max_month,max_year, sep="") 

  i_in_lev <- grep(day_month_year,lev_max_year_month, value=TRUE) 

  if (identical(i_in_lev,character(0)) == FALSE) 

  { 

    results[1,2]<-i_in_lev 

    break 

  } 

} 

return(results) 

} 

 

# Name: prtyappln_date 

# Required arguments:  

#   x: Vector (e.g. column) with appln_id's. 

#   y: A data frame with appln_id's and priority dates - set to 'priorities' table  

#      (column 1 and 3) of the CRIOS database by default (table must be loaded in R  

#      first). 

#   z: A data frame with appln_id's and EPO date of filings - set to 'patanag' table  

#      (column 1 and 5) of the CRIOS database by default (table must be loaded in R  

#      first). 

# prtyappln_date uses the function levels.min_max -> must be loaded in R first.  

# Return values: 

#   A data frame with appln_id's (column 1) and their priority application dates  

#   (column 2) in the format yearmonthday. 

# Description: 

#    This function returns per appln_id (i.e. per patent) its first date of filing in  

#    the format yearmonthday. For patents first applied at a patent office other than  
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#    EPO, the earliest priority date is returned. For patents first filed at EPO, the  

#    date of filing at the EPO is returned.     

 

prtyappln_date <- function(x,y=priorities[,c(1,3)],z=patanag[c(1,5)]) 

{ 

  prtyappln_date <- data.frame("appln_id" = x, "prtyappln_date" = NA) 

  library(car)  

   

  # STEP 1: Find the priority dates (in table y) of each appln_id in vector x:  

  #         Note: in the 'priorities' table of the CRIOS database (default for table  

  #         y), not all patent applications have a priority date. 

  #         Only patents that are filed at a patent office other than the EPO before  

  #         the EPO application are included in the table. 

  for (i in 1:nrow(prtyappln_date)) 

  { 

    # The priority dates per appln_id are stored in a new variable appln_priority:  

    appln_priority <- y[which(y$APPLN_ID == prtyappln_date[i,1]),] 

     

    # If the appln_id of row i has a priority date (number of rows in appln_priority  

    # greater than 0): 

    if (nrow(appln_priority) > 0) 

    { 

      # The function levels.min_max is used to find the earliest priority date of the  

      # appln_id of row i (i.e. earliest priority date present in appln_priority): 

      appln_priority$prdt   <- droplevels(appln_priority$prdt) 

      appln_priority_minmax <- levels.min_max(appln_priority$prdt) 

      # The earliest priority date (first column obtained from the function  

      # levels.min_max) is saved: 

      prtyappln_date[i,2] <- appln_priority_minmax[1,1]             

    } 

  } 

   

  # STEP 2: The patent applications without priority date (prtyappln_date == NA) are  

  # matched with their application filing date from table z: 

  # Find row numbers representing patent applications without a priority date:  

  priority_NA <- which(is.na(prtyappln_date$prtyappln_date) == TRUE) 

   

  # For all patents without priority date, the application filing date is found  and  

  # stored in the result table: 

  for (j in priority_NA) 

  { 

    # Note: as.character specification necessary in order to obtain the name of the  

    # level rather than its index number. 

    prtyappln_date[j,2]<- as.character(z[which(z$APPLN_ID == prtyappln_date[j,1]),2])  

  } 

   

 

# STEP 3: Post processing: saving the priority application dates in the format  

#         yearmonthday: 

  for (k in 1:nrow(prtyappln_date)) 

  { 

    # Save the priority application date as a character variable:  

    y <- as.character(prtyappln_date[k,2]) 

    # Convert the month from a character to a numeric value: 

    month  <- substr(y,3,5) 

    month  <- recode(month,'"JAN"= 1;"FEB" = 2;"MAR" = 3;"APR" =4;"MAY"=5;"JUN"=6;  

                            "JUL"=7;"AUG"=8; "SEP"=9; "OCT"=10;"NOV"=11;"DEC"=12') 

    # Add leading zero's in order for all months to be represented by a numeric values  

    # with a length of two characters:  

    month <- paste(formatC(month , width=2, flag="0"), sep="") 

    # save in format yearmonthday: 

    prtyappln_date[k,2] <- paste(substr(y,6,9), month, substr(y,1,2), sep="" ) 

  } 
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  return(prtyappln_date) 

} 

 

2. Sample preparation 
# SAMPLE: ALL PATENT APPLICATIONS WITHIN THE 173 SELECTED CPC CODES IN CPC CLASS Y    

          (SEE APPENDIX I).  

 

  # STEP 1: Import appln_id's of the English patent applications, filed at EPO between  

  # 1994 and 2014, within the 173 CPC codes in CPC class Y. 

  # The 75.236 appln_id's are retrieved from PatStat, version Spring 2016, using the  

  # 173 unique CPC codes in 'cpc'. 

  sample_y <- read.csv("C:/.../PatStat Query result_1.csv", fileEncoding="UTF- 

                        8-BOM", sep=";", colClasses=c("publn_nr"="character")) 

   

  # STEP 2: The imported appln_id's are matched with the CRIOS database: 

  #         The CRIOS database is based on PatStat version Spring 2014, and includes  

  #         patent applications up to August 2014. 

  sample_y <- sample_y[sample_y$appln_id %in% applications$APPLN_ID,]     

   

  # STEP 3: Keep unique (non-equivalent) patent applications (i.e. remove duplicates  

  #         in DOCDB family): 

  # Match appln_id's with their DOCDB family ID: 

  colnames(sample_y)[1] <- "APPLN_ID" 

  sample_y  <- inner_join(sample_y, applications[,c(4,6)],by.x="APPLN_ID", by.y =  

                          "APPLN_ID") 

 

  # Remove the duplicates in DOCDB family ID are removed: 

  sample_y <-  sample_y [-which(duplicated(sample_y$  

                                     DOCDB_FAMILY_ID) == TRUE),] 

   

  # STEP 4: Save the appln_id, publication authority and publication number of the  

  #         57.412 distinct patent applications: 

  sample_y <- sample_y[,c(1,2,3)] 

 

  # STEP 5: Processing the publication numbers in sample_y: 

  #         The publication numbers (with country code (i.e. publication authority))  

  #         are used to retrieve the full-text patent in Espacenet. 

  # Note: the publication numbers have been retrieved from PatStat  

  # since the leading and trailing zero's are missing in the CRIOS database. 

   

  # For consistency with the CRIOS database, the application number is saved under  

  # column "appln_id" and the publication number is saved under column name 'punr': 

  colnames(sample_y)[1]<- "appln_id" 

  colnames(sample_y)[3]<- "punr" 

     

  # Add the publication authority (publn_auth) to the publication number (punr): 

  sample_y$punr <- paste(sample_y $publn_auth, sample_y$punr, sep="") 

  # Remove the column containing only the publication authority: 

  sample_y <- sample_y[,c(1,3)] 

   

  # STEP 6: Add the earliest (priority) application date for each patent application  

  # in sample_y: 

  sample_y$prtyappln_date <- as.numeric(prtyappln_date(sample_y$appln_id)[,2]) 

   

  # STEP 7: Save sample_y: 

  # The appln_id's, publication numbers (including country code), and the priority  

  # application dates of sample_y are saved: 

  save(sample_y ,file="C:/.../sample_y.Rda") 

     

3. Retrieving full-text patents using the Open Patent Services (OPS) of EPO. 
# Load necessary packages: 

library(httr)      # Package necessary for the function GET(), that retrieves data 
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                   # from an url.  

library(XML)       # Package necessary for the html parse functions. 

library(SOfun)     # Package necessary for the function 'moveMe' to order elements in  

      # a vector 

library(base64enc) # Package necessary for authentication token requests. 

 

# Convert sample_y (i.e. the patent applications for which the full-text will be  

# retrieved) into a data frame with 2 columns: application ID and publication number: 

appln_punr <- sample_y[,c(1,2)] 

 

# Get the first access token: 

# Generate auth-credentials: 

key      <- # Insert personal key (between single quotation marks) here. 

sec_key  <- # Insert secret key (between single quotation marks) here. 

auth_enc <- base64encode(charToRaw(paste0(key, ':', sec_key))) 

 

heads        <- c(auth_enc, 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded') 

names(heads) <- c('Authorization', 'content-type') 

 

# Get the access token (using POST rather than GET to define the additional argument  

# 'body'): 

auth <- POST(url = 'https://ops.epo.org/3.1/auth/accesstoken', add_headers(heads),   

             body = 'grant_type=client_credentials') 

access_token <- paste("Bearer",content(auth)$access_token, sep=" ") 

time_key1    <- Sys.time() 

 

# Additional variables are made to monitor size and time of requests, as well as an  

# empty vector to store 'errors': patent application publication numbers that did not 

# yield the full-text patent. 

size   <- 0            # Size of the total retrieved data in bytes. Starting at zero –  

                       # and adding the size of retrieved data. 

time_1 <- Sys.time()   # Saving the current time to monitor the run-time of the  

                       # script. 

error  <- c() 

 

 

for (i in 1:nrow(appln_punr)) 

{ 

  # The authentication token is valid for approximately 20 minutes. Every 18 minutes,  

  # a new authentication token is requested:  

  time_key2 <- Sys.time() 

  time_accesstoken <- difftime(time_key2,time_key1,units="secs") 

  if (time_accesstoken > 1080)   # 1080 seconds = 18 minutes.  

  { 

    # Generate auth-credentials: 

    key      <- # Insert personal key (between single quotation marks) here. 

    sec_key  <- # Insert secret key (between single quotation marks) here.  

    auth_enc <- base64encode(charToRaw(paste0(key, ':', sec_key))) 

     

    heads        <- c(auth_enc, 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded') 

    names(heads) <- c('Authorization', 'content-type') 

     

    # Get the access token (using POST rather than GET to define the additional  

    # argument 'body'): 

    auth <- POST(url = 'https://ops.epo.org/3.1/auth/accesstoken', add_headers(heads),   

                 body = 'grant_type=client_credentials') 

    access_token <- paste("Bearer",content(auth)$access_token, sep=" ") 

    time_key1 <- Sys.time() 

  }  

  

  patent_fulltext      <- list() # An empty list to save title, abstract, description  

                                 # and claims for 1 patent. 

  patent_fulltext[[5]] <- "temp" # A fifth element in the list is made and removed (->  
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                                 # NULL) to default the four elements in  

                                 # patent_full_text to NULL. 

  patent_fulltext[[5]] <- NULL 

   

  # STEP 1: RETRIEVE the publication numbers of the patent and its EQUIVALENTS and  

  #         store it as a vector: 

  #         Necessary because the abstract, description and claims are not always  

  #         available for a patent - while they are available for its equivalents.  

   

  # x is the publication nr of the patent under consideration: 

  x <- appln_punr[i,2]  

  # Retrieve the 'equivalents' from EPO OPS: 

  y <- paste("https://ops.epo.org/3.1/rest-services/published- 

              data/publication/epodoc/",x,"/equivalents",sep="") 

                                 

  equiv_html <- GET(y, add_headers(Authorization= access_token)) 

  # adding the data size of this request to monitor the size of the total retrieved    

  # data.   

  size <- size + as.numeric(equiv_html$headers$`content-length`)    

   

  # Parse the HTML and collect from the HTML only the publication nr's of the patent  

  # and its equivalents (indicated by the hmtl-tag 'doc-number') 

  equiv_html = htmlParse(equiv_html, asText=TRUE) 

  equiv <- xpathSApply(equiv_html, '//doc-number', xmlValue) 

  # Save the unique publication nr's of the patent and its equivalents in a vector: 

  equiv <- unique(equiv)    

   

  # The vector will be used to find the title, abstract, description and claims of the  

  # patent, whether it is available for its first publication nr or only for its  

  # equivalents. 

  # If an title, abstract, description or claim is found for one of the equivalents,  

  # it is stored and R will stop the search.  

  # Since the chances of finding an English title/abstract/description/claims is  

  # largest for - in order - EPO, WO, and US patents, the publication nr's of patents 

  # originated from these patent offices are moved to the front - and therefore  

  # considered first when searching for the English title/abstract/description/claims. 

  a <- paste(equiv[grep("US", equiv)],"first",";",equiv[grep("WO",   equiv)], "first",  

            ";",equiv[grep("EP", equiv)],"first")  

  b <- moveMe(equiv,a)  

  equiv <- b 

  

   

  # STEP 2: RETRIEVE TITLE from EPO OPS (title is part of the 'biblio' section in EPO  

  #         OPS): 

  #         Note: the search starts at the first publication nr in the vector equiv,  

  #         and only moves to the second equivalent if no English title is found. 

  for (j in 1:length(equiv)) 

    { 

      # z is the publication nr of the patent equivalent under consideration: 

      z <- equiv[j] 

       

      # Retrieve the 'biblio' from EPO OPS: 

      y <- paste("https://ops.epo.org/3.1/rest-services/published-   

                  data/publication/epodoc/",z,"/biblio",sep="") 

         

      bib_html <- GET(y, add_headers(Authorization= access_token)) 

      size <- size + as.numeric(bib_html$headers$`content-length`)   

       

      # IF a biblio is found for equivalent z (status of the request == 200 indicates  

      # the biblio is successfully found and retrieved)  

      # and IF the biblio contains an English title (contains the html-tag <invention-  

      # title lang=\"en\">): 

      # Note: as.character allows to retrieve the content of the request rather than  
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      # its metadata. It causes R to print a statement noting that the encoding is set  

      # to default utf-8. 

      if (bib_html$status_code == 200 & grepl("<invention-title lang=\"en\">",   

          as.character(bib_html)) == TRUE)  

      { 

        # When complying with the IF-condition, then the HMTL is parsed and the title           

        # is retrieved (indicated by the hmtl- tag 'invention-title' with attribute  

        # lang="en"). 

        bib_html = htmlParse(bib_html,asText=TRUE) 

        title <- xpathSApply(bib_html, '//invention-title[@lang=\"en\"]', xmlValue) 

         

 # The first title (the same English title can be present in the HTML-text more   

 # than once) is saved as the first object of the 'patent_fulltext' list. 

 patent_fulltext[[1]] <- title[1]        

        # Once an English title is found and saved - the for-loop is ended (no moving  

 # on to next patent equivalent). 

 break                                   

      } 

    } 

   

  # STEP 3: RETRIEVE ABSTRACT from EPO OPS: 

  #         For script explanation see Step 2: RETRIEVE TITLE from EPO OPS. 

  for (k in 1:length(equiv)) 

  { 

    z <- equiv[k] 

    y <- paste("https://ops.epo.org/3.1/rest-services/published-  

                data/publication/epodoc/",z,"/abstract",sep="") 

                                    

    abstract_html <- GET(y, add_headers(Authorization= access_token)) 

    size <- size + as.numeric(abstract_html$headers$`content-length`) 

     

    if (abstract_html$status_code == 200 & grepl("<abstract lang=\"en\">",  

        as.character(abstract_html)) == TRUE)  

    { 

      abstract_html = htmlParse(abstract_html,asText=TRUE) 

      abstract <- xpathSApply(abstract_html, '//abstract[@lang=\"en\"]', xmlValue) 

      # Remove still existing html tags (e.g. </RTI> is seen often as a layout tag for  

      # formulas and units of measurement). 

      abstract <- gsub("<.*?>", "", abstract[1])  

      # Only the first abstract is saved as the second object of the 'patent_fulltext'     

      # list. since the same English abstract can be present in the HTML-text more  

      # than once. 

      patent_fulltext[[2]] <- abstract            

      break                             

    } 

  } 

   

  # STEP 4: RETRIEVE DESCRIPTION from EPO OPS: 

  #         For script explanation see Step 2: RETRIEVE TITLE from EPO OPS and Step 3:  

  #         RETRIEVE ABSTRACT from EPO OPS:  

  for (l in 1:length(equiv)) 

  { 

    z <- equiv[l] 

    y <- paste("https://ops.epo.org/3.1/rest-services/published-  

                data/publication/epodoc/",z,"/description",sep="") 

     

    descrip_html <- GET(y, add_headers(Authorization= access_token)) 

    size <- size + as.numeric(descrip_html$headers$`content-length`)   

     

     

if (descrip_html$status_code == 200 & grepl("<description lang=\"EN\">",   

    as.character(descrip_html)) == TRUE)  

    { 
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      descrip_html = htmlParse(descrip_html,asText=TRUE) 

      descrip <- xpathSApply(descrip_html, '//description[@lang=\"EN\"]', xmlValue) 

      descrip <- gsub("<.*?>", "", descrip[1])  

      patent_fulltext[[3]] <- descrip           

      break 

    } 

  } 

   

  # STEP 5: RETRIEVE CLAIMS from EPO OPS: 

  #         For script explanation see Step 2: RETRIEVE TITLE from EPO OPS and Step 3:  

  #         RETRIEVE ABSTRACT from EPO OPS:  

  for (m in 1:length(equiv)) 

  { 

    z <- equiv[m] 

    y <- paste("https://ops.epo.org/3.1/rest-services/published- 

                data/publication/epodoc/",z,"/claims",sep="") 

     

    claims_html <- GET(y, add_headers(Authorization= access_token)) 

    size <- size + as.numeric(claims_html$headers$`content-length`)   

     

    if (claims_html$status_code == 200 & grepl("<claims lang=\"EN\">",  

        as.character(claims_html)) == TRUE)  

    { 

      claims_html = htmlParse(claims_html,asText=TRUE) 

      claims <- xpathSApply(claims_html, '//claims[@lang=\"EN\"]', xmlValue) 

      claims <- gsub("<.*?>", "", claims[1])                                

      patent_fulltext[[4]] <- claims          

      break 

    } 

  } 

   

  # STEP 6: SAVE FULL_TEXT - merge the list and save it as one .txt file: 

  Filename <- paste(appln_punr[i,1], "-",x) 

   

  # Patent full-text is only saved when all elements (title, abstract, description,  

  # and claims retrieved from EPO OPS. Otherwise, the application id and publication  

  # number are added to vector ‘error’ 

  if (!is.null(patent_fulltext[[1]]) & !is.null(patent_fulltext[[2]]) &   

  !is.null(patent_fulltext[[3]]) & !is.null(patent_fulltext[[4]])) 

   

  { 

      patent <- paste(patent_fulltext[[1]], patent_fulltext[[2]],  

                      patent_fulltext[[3]], patent_fulltext[[4]]) 

      file_path <- paste("C:/.../",filename,".txt",sep="")  

      write.table(patent,file=file_path, row.names=FALSE, col.names=FALSE) 

       

      # Remove used variables from the R-environment: 

      rm(file_path,patent, filename, patent_fulltext, claims, claims_html, y, z,  

      descrip, descrip_html, abstract, abstract_html, title, bib_html, equiv, a, b,  

      equiv_html, x) 

  } 

   

  else 

  { 

    error <- c(error,filename) 

  } 

} 

 

# Monitoring the run-time of the script: 

time_2 <- Sys.time()        

time <- time_2 - time_1 
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4. Measuring diversity creation: Topic modelling 
# Load necessary packages: 

library(NLP) 

library(tm) 

library(slam) 

library(SnowballC) 

library(topicmodels) 

library(foreach) 

library(doParallel) 

library(parallel) 

 

# STEP 1: Import full text contents of 57.140 patents. The function 'Corpus' imports  

# each text file within the given directory as a separate object in a list: 

docs  <- Corpus(DirSource("C:/Users/Inge/Desktop/EPO OPS - patents Y/test", encoding = 

"UTF-8"), readerControl = list(language="en")) 

doc_names <- rownames(summary(docs)) 

 

# STEP 2: DATA PREPROCESSING (i.e. data cleaning): 

# The data is preprocessed following the method of Hornik and Grun (2011). The  

# preprocessing step of omitting terms with a length below three characters is  

# realized by default when transforming the text documents in a document-term matrix  

# by the function 'DocumentTermMatrix'. 

 

# Remove non-latin characters: 

docs <- sapply(docs, function(row) iconv(row, "latin1", "ASCII", sub="")) 

docs <- Corpus(VectorSource(docs)) 

 

# Convert all characters to lower-case, remove punctuation characters, and remove 

numbers:  

docs <- tm_map(docs, content_transformer(tolower)) 

docs <- tm_map(docs, removePunctuation)  

docs <- tm_map(docs, removeNumbers) 

 

# Remove stop words:  

# The English stopwords from the SMART information retrieval system are used (Feinerer 

and Hornik, 2015). 

docs <- tm_map(docs, removeWords, stopwords("SMART")) 

 

# Word stemming (removing common word endings (e.g., "ing", "es", "s")): 

docs <- tm_map(docs, stemDocument, language="english")    

 

# Eliminating extra whitespaces: 

# Extra whitespaces can emerge during the previous preprocessing steps (e.g. when 

removing characters in the texts). 

docs <- tm_map(docs, stripWhitespace) 

 

# STEP 3: Generate the document-term matrix (dtm): 

dtm <- DocumentTermMatrix(docs)  

# Reassign the rownames (removed in the above steps): 

rownames(dtm) <- rownames 

 

# STEP 4: Prune the vocabulary in the dtm following the method of Blei and Lafferty 

(2009) and Grun and Hornik (2011): 

# Calculate the mean term-frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores: 

# The mean TF-IDF of a term reflects the frequency of the term in a document and  

# weighs this frequency according to the number of documents that contain the term 

(Robertson, 2004). 

term_tfidf <- tapply(dtm$v/row_sums(dtm)[dtm$i], dtm$j, mean) * + 

log2(nDocs(dtm)/col_sums(dtm > 0)) 

 

# Order the term_tfidf to find the 160.000 terms with the highest TF-IDF scores: 

term_tfidf_ordered <- sort(term_tfidf, decreasing = TRUE)  

# Find the maximum TF-IDF of the 160.000 terms with the highest TF-IDF scores: 
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tfidf_160 <- term_tfidf_ordered[160000] # It's TFIDF score is 0.01097376 

 

# Prune all terms from the dtm with a TF-IDF score below tfidf_160 (a score of 

0.01097376): 

dtm <- dtm[,term_tfidf >= tfidf_160]  

# Due to similar TF-IDF scores, 160.065 terms are included in the final vocabulary. 

 

# STEP 5: Determine the LDA model parameters using a 10-fold cross-validation:  

# Parameters are: (alfa, number of topics etc) 

 

# Set parallel processing to reduce the runtime per operation:  

numCores <- detectCores() 

cl <- makeCluster(numCores-1) 

registerDoParallel(cl) 

 

# Split the data into 10 test data sets for the 10-fold cross-validation: 

set.seed(3) 

folding <- sample(rep(seq_len(10), ceiling(nrow(dtm)))[seq_len(nrow(dtm))]) 

folds <- 1:10 

 

# Set the number of topics: 

topics <- c(5,10,20,30,40,50,100)  

 

# Fit the LDA model using the VEM algorithm and alfa estimated, for topics = 10, 20, 

30, 40, 50, and 100: 

# The model is run 10 times, where the model is trained using 9 sets of the folding, 

and tested using the remaining 1. 

VEM_estimated <- list() 

for (j in 1:length(topics)) 

{ 

  processInput <- function(x)  

  { 

    library(topicmodels) 

    # Fit the LDA model using the training set (9 of the 10 test data sets in 

folding): 

    VEM_estimated_train <- LDA(dtm[which(folding != x),], k = topics[j], control = 

list(seed = 4, estimate.alpha = TRUE, nstart=1, keep=1)) 

    # Calculate the perplexity of the model on hold-out data (1 of the 10 test data 

sets in folding - the test data set that is not used for fittign the model): 

    perplexity(VEM_estimated_train, dtm[which(folding == x),]) 

    # Note: the function is repeated 10 times for x = 1:10.  

  } 

   

  # The above function 'processInput' is repeated 10 times for x = 1:10: 

  VEM_estimated[[j]] <- foreach(x=folds) %dopar% 

  { 

    processInput(x) 

  } 

} 

 

VEM_fixed <- list() 

for (j in 1:length(topics)) 

{ 

  processInput <- function(x)  

  { 

    library(topicmodels) 

    # Fit the LDA model using the training set (9 of the 10 test data sets in 

folding): 

    VEM_fixed_train <- LDA(dtm[which(folding != x),], k = topics[j], control = 

list(seed = 4, estimate.alpha = FALSE, alpha = 50/k, nstart=1, keep=1)) 

    # Calculate the perplexity of the model on hold-out data (1 of the 10 test data 

sets in folding - the test data set that is not used for fittign the model): 

    perplexity(VEM_fixed_train, dtm[which(folding == x),]) 
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    # Note: the function is repeated 10 times for x = 1:10.  

  } 

   

  # The above function 'processInput' is repeated 10 times for x = 1:10: 

  VEM_estimated[[j]] <- foreach(x=folds) %dopar% 

  { 

    processInput(x) 

  } 

} 

 

# The lowest perplexity is obtained with the VEM_estimated model. The optimal number 

of topics are found using the rate of perplexity change (RPC),  

# with a number of topics of 40.  

 

# STEP 6: Run the final LDA model using VEM algorithm, an estimated alpha and 40 

topics: 

VEM <- LDA(dtm, k = 40, control = list(seed = 4, estimate.alpha=TRUE, nstart=5, 

keep=1)) 

 

# STEP 7: Inspect the VEM-model: 

# The 10 most frequent terms for each topic are obtained: 

freq_terms <- terms(VEM, 10) 

 

# The document topic matrix is saved under 'gamma', the topic term matrix under 

'beta'. 

# As expected, VEM@gamma has 40 columns (topics), and 57.140 rows (documents). 

# As expect, VEM@beta has 160.065 columns (terms), and 40 rows (topics). 

VEM@gamma 

VEM@beta 

 

# Distribution of topics: (misschien weg?) 

VEM_rowmax <- matrix(ncol = 2, nrow = 57140) 

row.names(VEM_rowmax) <- row.names(VEM@gamma) 

colnames(VEM_rowmax) <- c("max","topic") 

 

for (i in 1:nrow(VEM_rowmax)) 

{ 

  row <- VEM@gamma[i,] 

  VEM_rowmax[i,1] <- max(row) 

  VEM_rowmax[i,2] <- which(row==max(row)) 

} 

 

5. Measuring diversity creation: Shannon entropy 
# STEP 1: Load the LDA model ('VEM') and sample_y: 

# STEP 2: Transform the document names from appln_id - publication number to appln_id 

only: 

for (i in 1:nrow(VEM@gamma)) 

{ 

  row.names(VEM@gamma)[i] <- as.integer(sub(" -.*","",row.names(VEM@gamma)[i])) 

} 

 

# STEP 3: Find the optimal number of document clusters when clustering using the k-

means method. Fit the k-means model using 10 to 200 clusters (with steps of 10) and 

determine the variance that the model explained and the Within cluster sum of squares. 

kmeans_modelfit <- data.frame("nclust" = seq(10,200,10), "variance_explained" = NA, 

"withincluster_SS" = NA) 

for (i in 1:nrow(kmeans_modelfit)) 

{ 

  # Run the kmeans clustering model with number of clusters is kmeans-fit[i,1] 

  kmeans_model <- kmeans(VEM@gamma,kmeans_modelfit[i,1], iter.max = 100000) 

  # The variance explained is calculated with the between cluster sum of squares and  

    the total sum of squares: 
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  kmeans_modelfit[i,2] <- kmeans_model$betweenss / kmeans_model$totss 

  # The within-cluster sum of squares is calculated: 

  kmeans_modelfit[i,3] <- kmeans_model$tot.withinss 

} 

# Plotting kmeans_modelfit, the optimal number of cluster is determined at 50 

clusters. 

 

# STEP 4: Fit the final k-means model. From the output of the k-means model, the  

# cluster of each document is saved as a dataframe 'document_clusters', where the  

# rownames indicate the documentnames and the column 'cluster' indicates the cluster  

# to which the document is assigned. 

kmeans_model <-  kmeans(VEM@gamma,50, iter.max = 100000) 

document_clusters <- data.frame("cluster" = kmeans_model$cluster) 

 

# STEP 5: Function to calculate the entropy of a corpus: 

 

# Name: entropy_corpus 

# Required arguments:  

#   x: A dataframe whose rows represent documents (and the rownames indicate the name 

of the document) and 1 column named 'cluster', listing the cluster to which the 

document is assigned. 

# Return values: 

#   A vector with one value referring to the entropy of the corpus.   

# Description: 

#    This function returns the Shannon entropy of a corpus, defined as the sum of -(pi 

* ln(pi)) of each cluster in the corpus. pi indicates the proportion of documents 

assigned to cluster i. 

 

entropy_corpus <- function(x) 

{ 

  entropy <- 0 

  # Find each unique cluster in corpus x: 

  clusters <- unique(x$cluster) 

   

  # For each cluster: 

  for (i in clusters)  

  { 

    # Calculate pi, i.e. proportion of documents assigned to cluster i: 

    pi <- sum(x$cluster == i) / nrow(x) 

     

    # Calculate -(pi*ln(pi)) for cluster i: 

    # Note: log() refers to the natural logarithm in 'R'. 

    entropy_i <- -(pi * log(pi)) 

     

    # Add entropy_i to the total entropy of the corpus: 

    entropy <- entropy + entropy_i 

  } 

  return(entropy) 

} 

 

# STEP 6: Calculate the diversity creation of each patent application in sample_y: 

# The diversity creation is defined as the change in entropy before, and after the  

# introduction of the patent application. i.e. the entropy of the corpus after  

# instruction of the patent (D1) minus the entropy of the corpus before introduction  

# of the patent (D0). 

 

for (i in 1:nrow(sample_y)) 

{ 

  # Find the application id's of patents filed before the patent i under  

    consideration: 

  appln_d0  <- subset(sample_y[,1], sample_y$appln_date < sample_y[i,7]) 

   

  # Subset from 'document_clusters' those patents filed before the patent i under  
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    consideration: 

  corpus_d0 <- subset(document_clusters, rownames(document_clusters) %in% appln_d0) 

   

  # Calculate the entropy of corpus_d0: 

  entropy_d0 <- entropy_corpus(corpus_d0) 

   

  # Subset from 'document_clusters' the patent i under consideration:  

  patent_i <- subset(document_clusters, rownames(document_clusters) == sample_y[i,1]) 

  # Add corpus_d0 and patent_i together to corpus_d1 

  corpus_d1 <- rbind(corpus_d0,patent_i) 

   

  # Calculate the entropy of corpus_d1: 

  entropy_d1 <- entropy_corpus(corpus_d1) 

   

  # calculate the change in entropy between corpus_d1 and corpus_d0: 

  delta_entropy <- entropy_d1 - entropy_d0 

   

  # Save the change in entropy associated with patent i: 

  sample_y[i,8] <- delta_entropy 

} 

 

# STEP 7: Calculate the average diversity creation by patents in sample_y: 

# Save the diversity creation of each patents in sample_y in a new dataframe  

# 'sample_y_div', after which the average is calculated. 

sample_y_div <- data.frame(sample_y, "diversity" = NA) 

sample_y_div <- subset(sample_y_div, sample_y_div$appln_id %in% 

rownames(document_clusters)) 

for (i in 1:nrow(sample_y_div)) 

{ 

  appln_d0  <- subset(sample_y_div[,1], sample_y_div$appln_date < sample_y_div[i,2]) 

  corpus_d0 <- subset(document_clusters, rownames(document_clusters) %in% appln_d0) 

  entropy_d0 <- entropy_corpus(corpus_d0) 

   

  patent_i <- subset(document_clusters, rownames(document_clusters) == 

sample_y_div[i,1]) 

  corpus_d1 <- rbind(corpus_d0,patent_i) 

  entropy_d1 <- entropy_corpus(corpus_d1) 

   

  delta_entropy <- entropy_d1 - entropy_d0 

   

  sample_y_div[i,3] <- delta_entropy 

} 

 

6. Measuring technological impact 
 

# STEP 1: Load the variable table sample_y and CRIOS tables 'applications' and  

# 'patcitations'. The CRIOS table 'patcitations' lists all citations from and to EPO 

patents from 1978 to 2014.  

 

# STEP 2: Find appln_id's of the patent applications in sample_y and their     

  equivalents: 

appln_equiv <- applications[applications$DOCDB_FAMILY_ID %in%  

                                  sample_y$DOCDB_FAMILY_ID,4] 

# Subset from CRIOS table 'patcitations' the rows containing citations to patents in  

# sample_y and their equivalents: 

# Only columns 'appl_citing', 'appl_cited', 'ee_citing' and 'ee_citing' are necessary  

# for the citation counts.  

patcitations <- patcitations[patcitations$ee_cited %in% appln_equiv, c(1,2,5,6)] 

 

# STEP 3: Match the citing patent applications with their DOCDB FAMILY ID: 

# DOCDB FAMILY ID of citing EPO patent applications are retrieved from CRIOS table  

# 'applications': DOCDB FAMILY ID of citing non-EPO patent applications are not  
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# included in CRIOS table 'applications' and therefore retrieved from PatStat, version 

# Spring 2016. 

 

# Find the appln_id's of the citing non-EPO patent applications: 

nonEP <- patcitations[which(is.na(patcitations$ee_citing) == TRUE),] 

nonEP <- subset(nonEP, !duplicated(nonEP$appl_citing)) 

# Import the appln_id's and DOCDB FAMILY ID's of the 733 citing non-EPO patent  

# applications: 

nonEP_docdb <- read.csv("C:/.../PatStat Query result4.csv", sep=";",col.names = 

c("appl_citing", "appl_citing_docdb")) 

# Keep the distinct appln_id's (appl_citing) of nonEP_docdb: 

nonEP_docdb <- subset(nonEP_docdb, !duplicated(nonEP_docdb$appl_citing)) 

 

# Match the DOCDB FAMILY ID of the citing patent application in the new column  

# 'citing_docdb': 

patcitations$citing_docdb <- NA 

for (i in 1:nrow(patcitations)) 

{ 

  # If the patent application is filed at the EPO, the DOCDB of the citing patent  

  # (appln_id listed in ee_citing) is retrieved from the CRIOS table 'applications': 

  if (is.na(patcitations[i,3]) == FALSE) 

  { 

    patcitations[i,5] <- applications[applications$APPLN_ID == patcitations[i,3],6] 

  } 

  # If the patent application is not filed at the EPO, the DOCDB of the citing patent  

  # (appln_id listed in appl_citing) is retrieved from nonEP_docdb: 

  else 

  { 

    patcitations[i,5] <- nonEP_docdb[nonEP_docdb $appl_citing == patcitations[i,1],2]  

  } 

} 

 

# STEP 4: Count the forward citations of each patent application in sample_y: 

for (i in 1:nrow(sample_y)) 

{ 

  # List the appln_id of the patent application under consideration (i) and its  

  # equivalents: 

  docdb_i <- applications[applications$APPLN_ID == sample_y[i,1],6] 

  patequiv_i <- applications[applications$DOCDB_FAMILY_ID %in% docdb_i,c(4)] 

   

  # Find all forward citations of the patent application under consideration (i) and  

  # its equivalents: 

  # i.e. all citations of which the cited appln_id (ee_cited) is the appln_id of the  

  # patent i or its equivalents: 

  citations_i <- patcitations[patcitations$ee_cited %in% patequiv_i,] 

   

  # STEP 5: Clean the forward citations of patent application i and its equivalents: 

  # Remove self-citations: remove when the citing patent application is the cited  

  # patent application or its equivalents. 

  citations_i <- subset(citations_i, !(citations_i$citing_docdb %in% docdb_i)) 

 

  # Remove duplicates in citing_docdb (duplicates in DOCDB FAMILY ID indicates that  

  # the citing patent applications are equivalent patent applications): 

  # This automatically also removes duplicates in appln_id of ee_citing and  

  # appl_citing, since the same appln_id is associated with the same DOCDB FAMILY ID. 

  citations_i <- subset(citations_i, duplicated(citations_i$citing_docdb) == FALSE) 

   

  # STEP 6: Count the forward citations and store in sample_y: 

  # Count the forward citations from both EPO and non_EPO patent applications: 

  sample_y[i,10] <- nrow(citations_i) 

} 
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7. Measuring technological experience 
# Patent experience counts: the number of patent applications applied for in timeframe 

T1 (pat_exp1), T2 (pat_exp2), T3 (pat_exp3), and T∞ (pat_expT) years prior to 

# the priority application date of the patent under consideration.  

# The patent counts are based on the CRIOS database: patent applications applied at 

the EPO up untill Spring 2014.  

# The variable table sample_y and the CRIOS tables 'codinv_codinv2', 

'applnid_codinv2', and 'applications' are loaded: 

# For the use of function left_join: load necessary packages and change colname 

'APPLN_ID' to 'appln_id' to be used as the common variable: 

library(stats) 

library(dplyr) 

colnames(applications)[4] <- "appln_id" 

 

# For each patent application in sample_y (i.e. row), the patent experience is 

counted: 

for (i in 1:nrow(y_sample)) 

{ 

  # STEP 1: Find the inventor codes (codinv2) associated with the inventor of patent i  

    (i.e. the patent application under consideration): 

  # Inventor codes codinv2 are used since codinv2 is associated with patent appln_id's  

    in the CRIOS table applnid_codinv2. 

  codinv2_i <- codinv_codinv2[codinv_codinv2$codinv == y_sample[i,4],] 

  # STEP 2: Find all appln_id's of patent applications invented by the inventor under  

    consideration:  

  patents_i <- applnid_codinv2[applnid_codinv2$codinv2 %in% codinv2_i$codinv2,] 

  # STEP 3: Remove the appln_id of the patent application under consideration, since  

    this patent is not relevant in the prior experience counts: 

  patents_i <- patents_i[-which(patents_i$appln_id == y_var[i,1]),] 

   

  # STEP 4: Remove equivalent patent applications using their appln_id and DOCDB  

    family id (to ensure that equivalent patent applications are counted only once): 

  # "DOCDB family is defined as a group of application with all priorities in common;  

    these are in reality equivalent patents" (Coffano and Tarasconi, 2014, p.30). 

  # Remove duplicates in appln_id: 

  patents_i <- patents_i[which(duplicated(patents_i$appln_id) == FALSE),] 

  # Join patents_i with the DOCDB_FAMILY_ID from CRIOS table 'applications': 

  patents_i <- left_join(patents_i, applications[,c(4,6)],  

               by.x="appln_id",by.y="appln_id") 

  # Remove duplicates in DOCDB family id: 

  patents_i <- patents_i[which(duplicated(patents_i$DOCDB_FAMILY_ID) == FALSE),] 

   

   # If the inventor has invented more patents than the patent application under  

     consideration (nrow(patents_i > 0)): 

  if (nrow(patents_i) > 0 ) 

  { 

    # STEP 5: Find the first application date (see function prtyappln_date) of the  

      patent applications of the inventor under consideration: 

    patents_i$prtyappln_date <- prtyappln_date(patents_i$appln_id)[,2] 

     

    # STEP 6: Count the number of patent applications applied in the time frame of t-1  

      year to t, where t is the priority application date of the patent under  

      consideration: 

    # e.g.  the number of patent applications with a priority application date smaller  

      than t, and equal to or greater than t-1 year (where a year is indicated with a  

      magnitude 10.000 in the date format yearmonthday (i.e. 20120519)).  

    y_sample[i,11] <- sum(patents_i$prtyappln_date < (y_sample[i,7]) &  

                      patents_i$prtyappln_date >= (y_sample[i,7]-10000))  

     

    # STEP 7: Count the number of patent applications applied in the time frame of t-2  

      year to t: 

    sample_y[i,12] <- sum(patents_i$prtyappln_date < (sample_y[i,7]) &  

                      patents_i$prtyappln_date >= (y_sample[i,7]-20000))  
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    # STEP 8: Count the number of patent applications applied in the time frame of t-3  

      year to t: 

    sample_y[i,13] <- sum(patents_i$prtyappln_date < (sample_y[i,7]) &  

                      patents_i$prtyappln_date >= (sample_y[i,7]-30000))  

     

    # STEP 9: Count the number of patent applications ever applied by the inventor up  

      until t: 

    sample_y[i,21] <- sum(patents_i$prtyappln_date < sample_y[i,7]) 

  } 

} 

 

8. Measuring network position 
# Load the variable table sample_y and CRIOS tables 'applications', 'codinv_codinv2',  

# and 'applnid_codinv2': 

# For the use of function left_join: load necessary packages and change column name 

# 'APPLN_ID' in CRIOS table 'applications' to 'appln_id' to be used as the common  

# variable:   

library(stats) 

library(dplyr) 

library(qgraph) 

colnames(applications)[4]<-"appln_id" 

 

# Function to find edges of one patent application to other patent applications based  

# on co-inventors: 

 

# Name: find_edges 

# Required arguments:  

#   x: 1 appln_id. 

#   y: A data frame with appln_id's codinv2 codes - set to 'applnid_codinv2' table  

#      (column 1 and 3) of the CRIOS database by default (table must be loaded in R  

#      first). 

#   z: A data frame with codinv and codinv2 codes - set to 'codinv_codinv2' table of  

#      the CRIOS database by default (table must be loaded in R first). 

#   a: A data frame with appln_id's and DOCDB family ID's - set to 'applications'  

#      table (column 4 (with column name "appln_id") and 6) of the CRIOS database by  

#      default (table must be loaded in R first). 

#   find_edges uses the function prtyappln_date (which uses function levels.min_max)  

#   -> both must be loaded in R first. 

#   find_edges uses R-packages 'stats' and 'dplyr' -> both must be loaded in R first. 

# Return values: 

#   An edge list in the format of a data frame with two columns: "Source" and  

#   "Target".  

# Description: 

#    This function returns an edge list with the edges of the patent application  

#    represented by appln_id x. Only edges to patent applications with a unique 

#    DOCDB family ID are returned.  

 

find_edges <- function(x, y=applnid_codinv2[c(1,3)], z=codinv_codinv2,  

                       a=applications[c(4,6)]) 

{ 

  # STEP 1: Find all inventor codes (codinv2) representing the inventors of patent  

  # application x. Note: in the CRIOS database, appln_id's are matched with codinv2   

  # codes, while the same codinv code could correspond to more codinv2 codes.  

  # Therefore, first the codinv codes representing inventors of node_j are determined  

  # after which all codinv2 codes associated with these codinv codes are found. Note:     

  # First find all appln_id's associated with patent application x or its equivalents  

  # (to retrieve all possible codinv2's assigned to its inventors): 

  docdb_x <- applications[applications$appln_id == 132067, 6] 

  appln_x <- applications[applications$DOCDB_FAMILY_ID == docdb_x, 4] 

  codinv2_x <- unique(applnid_codinv2[applnid_codinv2$appln_id %in% appln_x,3]) 

  codinv_x  <- unique(codinv_codinv2[codinv_codinv2$codinv2 %in% codinv2_x,1]) 

  codinv2_x <- unique(codinv_codinv2[codinv_codinv2$codinv %in% codinv_x,2]) 
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  # STEP 2: Find all patent applications invented by an inventor of patent application  

  # x (i.e. with a codinv2 code present in codinv2_x): 

  connected_nodes <-data.frame("appln_id" =  

                    unique(applnid_codinv2[applnid_codinv2$codinv2 %in% codinv2_x,1])) 

   

  # STEP 3: Match the edges of edges_i with their DOCDB family ID and keep only one  

  # (order by docdb family id to ensure the savin of the same appln_id) 

  connected_nodes <- left_join(connected_nodes, applications[,c(4,6)],by.x =  

                               "appln_id", by.y = "appln_id") 

  connected_nodes<- connected_nodes[order(connected_nodes$DOCDB_FAMILY_ID),] 

  connected_nodes <- subset(connected_nodes,  

                            duplicated(connected_nodes$DOCDB_FAMILY_ID) == FALSE) 

   

  # STEP 4: Remove the appln_id of patent application x, the patent application under  

  # consideration: 

  connected_nodes <- subset(connected_nodes, !connected_nodes$appln_id == x) 

   

  if (nrow(connected_nodes) > 0) 

  { 

    return(data.frame("Source" = x, "Target" =  

                       connected_nodes[order(connected_nodes$appln_id),1])) 

  } 

} 

 

 

# FIND NUMBER OF DIRECT CONNECTIONS AND CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT OF THE sample_y  

# PATENTS: 

for (i in 1:nrow(sample_y)) 

{ 

  # STEP 1: Count all edges of patent i connecting the patent to nodes (patent  

  #         applications) that are filed before patent i:  

  # Find all edges of patent i: 

  edges_i <- find_edges(sample_y[i,1]) 

   

  # Keep edges to nodes with a prtyappln_date that is equal or smaller than patent i's  

  # prtyappln_date: 

  edges_i$prtyappln_date <- prtyappln_date(edges_i$Target)[,2] 

  edges_i <- subset(edges_i, edges_i$prtyappln_date <= sample_y[1,7]) 

   

  # Count the number of connections of node i and save it in variable 'direct_edges': 

  sample_y[i,14] <- nrow(edges_i) 

   

  # STEP 2: Construct the first tier network of node_i: 

  # All edges in the first tier network of i will be saved in network_i, starting with  

  # the direct edges of node i: 

  network_i <- edges_i[,c(1,2)] 

   

  # If node_i does not have edges to nodes representing patent applications that are  

  # filed before patent i: 

  if (nrow(network_i) < 1) 

  { 

    # The clustering coefficient is zero: 

    sample_y[i,15] <- 0 

    break 

  } 

   

  # STEP 3: Find the edges of each node directly connected to node i (i.e. the edges  

  # in the first tier network of node i): 

  for (j in 1:nrow(edges_i)) 

  { 

    # Find all edges of node j: 

    edges_j <- find_edges(edges_i[j,2]) 
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    # Subset the edges that are not yet listed in network_i: 

    edges_j <- subset(edges_j, !edges_j$Target %in% network_i$Source) 

     

    if (nrow(edges_j) > 0)  

    { 

      # Keep edges to nodes with a prtyappln_date that is equal or smaller than patent  

      # i's prtyappln_date: 

      edges_j$prtyappln_date <- prtyappln_date(edges_j$Target)[,2] 

      edges_j <- subset(edges_j, edges_j$prtyappln_date <= sample_y[i,7]) 

       

      # Add the edges to network_i: 

      network_i <- rbind(network_i, edges_j[,c(1,2)]) 

    } 

  } 

   

  # STEP 4: Convert network_i to a qgraph object necessary as input for the function  

  # clustcoef. First convert the numeric values in network_i to character values for  

  # the identification of 'Source' and 'Target' values as node names by the function  

  # 'qgraph':   

  network_i$Source <- as.character(network_i$Source) 

  network_i$Target <- as.character(network_i$Target) 

   

  network_i_graph <- qgraph(network_i, directed= FALSE) 

   

  # STEP 6: Calculate the local clustering coefficient of node i: 

  sample_y[i,15] <- clustcoef_auto(network_i_graph)[1,1] 

} 

 

9. Data analyse 
# Subset data for application year is greater than 1993: 

data <-subset(sample_y, sample_y$appln_year > 1993) 

 

# Calculate the weights in the weighted least square model: 

weights <- c() 

for (i in 1:nrow(data)) 

{ 

  appln_d0  <- subset(y_fullset[,1], y_fullset$appln_date < dat[i,6]) 

  appln_d0 <- unique(appln_d0) 

  weights <- c(weights, length(appln_d0)+1) 

} 

 

# Weighted least square linear regression models M1 (the script is also used for M2,  

# M3, and M4) 

m1 <- lm(diversity~ninv+appln_year+patexp_1+patdiv1+edges_1 + clust_1, data=dat, 

weights=weights) 

vif(m1) 

m2 <- lm(diversity ~ appln_year + ninv, data=dat) 

vcovCL<-cluster.vcov(m1, data$codinv) 

coef_m1 <- coeftest(m1, vcovCL) 

waldtest(m1,m2, vcov = vcovCL, test = "F") 

 

# Negative binomial regression models (the script is also used for M6, M7, and M8)  

library(MASS) 

g1 <- glm.nb(impact_wordw~ninv+appln_year+patexp_1+patdiv1+edges_1 + clust_1, 

data=data) 

vif(g1) 

g2 <- glm.nb(impact_wordw ~ ninv + appln_year, data=dat) 

vcovCL<-cluster.vcov(g1, data$codinv) 

a <- coeftest(g1, vcovCL) 

waldtest(g1,g2, vcov = vcovCL, test = "F") 
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APPENDIX III: Descriptive statistics 
This appendix provides 1) the distribution of diversity creation and impact of all 57.140 emerging 

technologies identified in the research case of this study and of the selected sample used in the regression 

models; 2) the distributions of the four independent variables (all measured in four timeframes T1, T2, T3, 

and T∞) and two control variables; 3) the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) of the independent and control 

variables in the regression models; 4) the mean, standard deviation and Pearson correlations of the 

variables; and 5) the scatterplots visualizing the relations between all variable pairs.  

 

1. Distribution of diversity creation (-200 to 200) and impact (0 to 700) of the full set of 57.140 emerging  

    technologies (left) and sample of 2600 technologies (right). 

 

 
 

2. Distribution of the independent and control variables. 
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3. Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) 

  Dependent variables 

  1. Diversity creation 2. Impact 

IV
: E

xp
er

ie
n

ce
 

3.1 Degree of experience T1 2.31 2.30 

3.2 Degree of experience T2 2.52 2.42 

3.3 Degree of experience T3 2.45 2.36 

3.4 Degree of experience T∞ 2.09 2.01 

4.1 Diversity of experience T1 1.65 1.69 

4.2 Diversity of experience T2 1.54 1.58 

4.3 Diversity of experience T3 1.53 1.57 

4.4 Diversity of experience T∞ 1.45 1.50 

IV
: N

et
w

o
rk

 p
o

si
ti

o
n

 

5.1 Degree of connectivity T1  1.98 1.88 

5.2 Degree of connectivity T2  2.26 2.14 

5.3 Degree of connectivity T3 2.27 2.14 

5.4 Degree of connectivity T∞ 2.00 1.86 

6.1 Degree of clustering T1 1.25 1.21 

6.2 Degree of clustering T2 1.28 1.27 

6.3 Degree of clustering T3 1.30 1.29 

6.4 Degree of clustering T∞ 1.28 1.27 

C
o

n
tr

o
l 7. Inventor team size1 1.11 1.12 

8. Application year1 1.01 1.02 

1 The highest VIF value are listed for the control variables of respectively the models of diversity (M1, M2, M3, and M4) and the 

models of impact (M5, M6, M7, and M8). 
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4. Mean, standard deviation and Pearson correlations 

Below the mean, standard deviation (SD) and Pearson correlations for the dependent variables (DV), independent variables (IV) and the control 

variables (control) are given.  

  Mean SD 1 2 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 4.1 4.2 

D
V

 1. Diversity creation 2.72 72.89         

2. Impact 11.1 21.39 0.11***        

IV
: E

xp
er

ie
n

ce
 

3.1 Degree of experience T1 0.64 1.97 0.03* -0.01       

3.2 Degree of experience T2 1.01 2.98 0.02* -5·10-3 0.89***      

3.3 Degree of experience T3 1.23 3.55 0.03* 2·10-4 0.84*** 0.98***     

3.4 Degree of experience T∞ 1.85 5.67 0.04*** -4·10-3 0.68*** 0.81*** 0.86***    

4.1 Diversity of experience T1 0.53 1.07 0.02 0.02· 0.61*** 0.55*** 0.53*** 0.43***   

4.2 Diversity of experience T2 0.71 1.22 0.02· 0.03* 0.54*** 0.57*** 0.56*** 0.47*** 0.87***  

4.3 Diversity of experience T3 0.79 1.29 0.02* 0.03** 0.51*** 0.55*** 0.56*** 0.48*** 0.82*** 0.96*** 

4.4 Diversity of experience T∞ 0.93 1.43 0.02* 0.03** 0.47*** 0.50*** 0.52*** 0.53*** 0.74*** 0.87*** 

IV
: N

et
w

o
rk

 p
o

si
ti

o
n

 

5.1 Degree of connectivity T1  1.71 3.85 0.01 -0.01 0.63*** 0.58*** 0.55*** 0.44*** 0.42*** 0.38*** 

5.2 Degree of connectivity T2  2.76  5.74 0.01 0 0.60*** 0.68*** 0.66*** 0.54*** 0.40*** 0.42*** 

5.3 Degree of connectivity T3 3.53 6.97 0 0.01 0.56*** 0.66*** 0.68*** 0.57*** 0.40*** 0.42*** 

5.4 Degree of connectivity T∞ 6.08 12.29 0 0 0.42*** 0.52*** 0.56*** 0.62*** 0.33*** 0.36*** 

6.1 Degree of clustering T1 0.93 0.20 -0.01 -0.03* -0.09*** -0.1*** -0.12*** -0.12*** -0.17*** -0.21*** 

6.2 Degree of clustering T2 0.90 0.24 0 -0.01 -0.12*** -0.14*** -0.14*** -0.14*** -0.2*** -0.26*** 

6.3 Degree of clustering T3 0.88 0.25 -0.02· -0.02 -0.1*** -0.12*** -0.13*** -0.14*** -0.19*** -0.24*** 

6.4 Degree of clustering T∞ 0.85 0.26 -0.01 -0.03* -0.09*** -0.1*** -0.12*** -0.12*** -0.17*** -0.21*** 

C
o

n
tr

o
l 7. Inventor team size 4.41 2.62 -0.02 0.02· -0.03** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.01 -0.01 

8. Application year 2004.2 4.99 -0.05*** -0.36*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.07*** 0.09*** 0.09*** 

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘·’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. 
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 4.3 4.4 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 7 

4.4 Diversity of experience T∞ 0.92***           

5.1 Degree of connectivity T1 0.36*** 0.33***          

5.2 Degree of connectivity T2 0.4*** 0.37*** 0.91***         

5.3 Degree of connectivity T3 0.42*** 0.39*** 0.85*** 0.97***        

5.4 Degree of connectivity T∞ 0.37*** 0.40*** 0.65*** 0.79*** 0.86***       

6.1 Degree of clustering T1 -0.23*** -0.26*** -0.25*** -0.29*** -0.32*** -0.35***      

6.2 Degree of clustering T2 -0.25*** -0.24*** -0.3*** -0.35*** -0.36*** -0.36*** 0.7***     

6.3 Degree of clustering T3 -0.26*** -0.26*** -0.28*** -0.32*** -0.36*** -0.37*** 0.82*** 0.83***    

6.4 Degree of clustering T∞ -0.23*** -0.26*** -0.25*** -0.29*** -0.32*** -0.35*** 1*** 0.7*** 0.82***   

7. Inventor team size -0.02 -0.03** 0.12*** 0.12*** 0.14*** 0.16*** -0.26*** -0.23*** -0.26*** -0.26***  

8. Application year 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.1*** 0.1*** 0.1*** 0.1*** -0.07*** -0.07*** -0.05*** -0.07*** 0.02 

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘·’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. 
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5. Scatterplots 

Pairwise scatterplots for dependent variables diversity creation and impact, and independent and 
control variables: 3.1 - 3.4: degree of experience of respectively T1, T2, T3, T∞; 4.1 - 4.4: diversity of 
experience of respectively T1, T2, T3, T∞; 5.1 - 5.4: degree of connectivity of respectively T1, T2, T3, T∞; 
6.1 -6.4: degree of clustering of respectively T1, T2, T3, T∞; 7: inventor team size; and 8: application 
year. 
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APPENDIX IV: Complete list of latent topics in the topic model 
 

 

TOPIC 1 TOPIC 2 TOPIC 3 TOPIC 4 TOPIC 5 

semiconductor electrode layer switching channel 

photoelectric electrolyte ink inverter reservoir 

wafer collector dielectric grid transducer 

photovoltaic capacitor stack capacitor manifolds 

layer electroconductive laminated transistor acoustic 

n-type dye-sensitized lightguide resistor piezoelectric 

p-type layer sublayer rectifier microfluidic 

dopant double-layer interlayer bus grating 

emitting stack film DC/DC1 coupler 

antireflective dielectric overcoat relay fin 

TOPIC 6 TOPIC 7 TOPIC 8 TOPIC 9 TOPIC 10 

Leucine sequence wind enzyme tire 

Alanine seq2 turbine microorganism reinforcing 

Glycine gene   rotor culture belt 

Threonine cell stator                           fermentation plies 

Valine polypeptide blade dehydrogenase cord 

Aspartic acid encoded nacelle gene tread 

Lysine DNA  hub protein pneumatic 

Arginine protein tower cellulase rim 

Asparagine nucleic shaft      xylose carcass 

Isoleucine vector compressor biomass vulcanized 

TOPIC 11 TOPIC 12 TOPIC 13 TOPIC 14 TOPIC 15 

resin membrane member communication reactor 

laminated compartment groove station biomass 

toner microporous flange network feedstock 

diisocyanate ionomer apertures wireless biodiesel 

sealant photocatalyst preform message characteristics 

water-absorbent photocatalytic protrusions node combustion 

EVOH3 galvanized sleeve radio pyrolysis 

MRF4 hydrino ribs request carbonaceous 

polylactic getter mould scheduling gasification 

ultra-fine hot-dipped bore traffic desulfurization 
1 Refers to DC/DC converter (see patent: EP1805880). 

2 Refers to Seq ID No (see patent: EP2238242): unique integer in patents applications identifying nucleotide or amino acid sequences  

(World Intellectual Property Organization, 2009). 

3 Abbreviation for ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer (see patent: EP1479725).  

4 Abbreviation for melt flow rate (see patent: EP2221346).  
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TOPIC 16 TOPIC 17 TOPIC 18 TOPIC 19 TOPIC 20 

frame implantation valve film catalysts 

packet distal chamber laminated column 

fibre catheters combustion copolyesters reactor 

client balloon conduit interlayer subhead 

bits lumen piston pouch cir 

pixel stent communication heat-sealing metallocene 

station sheath intake heat-shrinkable dehydrogenation 

headers hydrogel microspheres PLA5 calcination 

bytes scaffold actuator skin hydrocarbyl 

subframe lactobacillus injector shrinkable glove 

TOPIC 21 TOPIC 22 TOPIC 23 TOPIC 24 TOPIC 25 

fibers anode arm nanotube tank 

cartridge electrolyte locking lens  pipe 

webs cathode actuator nanostructured sludge 

holder cell cable nanowire wastewater 

connector MEA6 fasteners ribbon anaerobic 

yarns electrode connector hair7   aeration 

bundle electrolysis rear interconnector effluent 

fibril bi-polar rail fullerene bioreactor 

cushion collector pivot graphene biogas 

strap electrocatalyst seat nanofiber sewage 

TOPIC 26 TOPIC 27 TOPIC 28 TOPIC 29 TOPIC 30 

modules cell    shaft cell magnetic 

panels liposomes gear solar coil 

photovoltaic protein   clutch solder refrigerant 

roof enzyme motor rear poled 

string vesicle torque tab reflector 

bus glycan hydraulic bus-bars non-magnetic 

tile culture planetary light-receiving ferrite 

connector biosensor generator back-side PSA8 

backsheet DNA    wheel string fixture 

solar sialic (acid) axle back surface armature 
5 Polylactide resins (also known as polylactic acid, or PLA) (see patent: EP2201162).  
6 Abbreviation for membrane-electrode assembly (see patent: EP2293371) 

7 e.g. carbon nanotube hairs (see patent: EP2462598). 

8 Abbreviation for pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA) (see patent: EP1930387). 
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TOPIC 31 TOPIC 32 TOPIC 33 TOPIC 34 TOPIC 35 

light-emitting batteries protein      channel zeolite 

electroluminescent gasket antibodies processor calcination 

luminescent oxyhydroxide cell      antenna fluoropolymer 

luminance charger antigen station hose 

cladding hydrogen-absorbing microparticles communication fluorine-containing 

brazing nickel-metal vaccine reception mesoporous 

oleA9 positive-electrode polypeptide slot acicular 

phosphorescent negative-electrode culture bits ZSM11 

dopant stencil sequence radio MCM12 

dendrimer photoreactive mAb10                           uplink SAPO13 

TOPIC 36 TOPIC 37 TOPIC 38 TOPIC 39 TOPIC 40 

mmol nucleic     blade fuel vehicle 

shell nanoparticle  aircraft cell motor   

skin DNA        fan stack torque 

Hz sequence duct reform wheel 

CDCl314 nucleotide honeycomb coolant brake   

liner polynucleotide flake combust command 

heteroaryl enzyme vane manifold pedal 

waveguide PKS15   wing burner regenerative 

microcapsule synthetase airfoil combustor ECU16   

pressure-sensitive tRNA skin humidification rear 

9 Refers to amino acid sequences: OleA, OleB, OleC, OleD, or OleBC.  

10 Abbreviation for monoclonal antibodies (see patent: EP1668035). 
11 Refers to e.g. ZSM-12 and ZSM-5, which are types of zeolites (see patent: EP2501664). 

12 Refers to the MCM protein family (e.g. MCM2 and MCM3), that are considered to be involved in DNA replication (see patent: 

EP2337845).  

13 Refers to silicoaluminophosphate and is used in the context of SAPO catalysts (e.g. SAPO-34, SAPO-35, and SAPO-36) (see patent: 

EP1259318).  

14 CDCL3: Deuterated chloroform, is an isotopologue of chloroform in which the hydrogen atom is replaced with a deuterium 

isotope. Deuterated chloroform is a common solvent used in NMR spectroscopy of organic molecules. 
15 Abbreviation for polyketide synthase (see patent: EP1623008).  

16 Abbreviation for Electronic Control Units (see patent: EP2402203). 

 

 

 

 

 


